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I, iMHiODlJCTIOIf 
Gljcerolj or glycerine as it is eomraonlj called# has 
become a r@Tj Importwit Industrial chemioal.. In addi­
tion to the tisss for which it is essential there ar© a 
wide variety of applications which would lead to expanded 
eonsuiaption of th© commodity if it were availabl® in 
larger qtiantltles at a reasonable cost.. At present it is 
uaad most extensively in textiles^  resins, and ©Kplosives, 
Th© laat -use was brought to our attention by the household 
fat salvage project during th© recent war* Tliis conserv­
ing of fats also ©niphaslzed the fact that our principal 
source of glycerol was the fat-splitting proc#ss» A new 
synthetic plant which went into operation in 1948 is ex­
pected to assure a more adeqmte supply of pure glycerol. 
Th© feraentation processes for producing glycerol 
have been restricted mostly to war-time use when the ne­
cessity for having it for explosive imnufacture overcam© 
considerations of cost# Germany msde considerable glycerol 
by fermontation during the World War of 1914-1918., fhelr 
process mm developed by Conns teln and Iiiidock© and con­
sisted of the ferraentatlon of beet sugar in th© presence 
of sodium sulfite as a fixing agent for acetftldehyde. By 
a ratter inefficient method Germany usad the process in 
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24 faeturlea with the smaller ones shipping the feraentdd 
slop to th© larger ones for th® recovery of th© glycerol# 
According to th© description given by Lawrl® (1928) th© 
output amounted to approximately 1000 tons each month after 
the factories got into operation on a large seal©# A littl® 
glycerol was laade by feraentation in ths United Statas 
aifter th© Genaan proceas had been developed, but h@r« an 
alkalins method using sodium carbonate was worked out by 
loff# England nade glycerol by a fermentation process of 
Cocking and Lilly which waa reported to give very good 
yields approaching th©;theoretical value* Ihis method was 
similar to that of Connstein and Liidecke but used sodium 
bisulflt© in addition to the sodium sulfit# in order to 
obtain Increased yields of glycerol. 
In recent years no very drastic changes have been 
developed in the proceases for producing glycerol by fer­
mentation* Most of the later patents in the field are 
based on only slight modifications of the proceases men­
tioned above. Much work has been done on the problem of 
recovering th© glycerol from fermentation residues# Thar© 
have b©en a number of extraction methods worked out which 
are claimed to be more efficient than th© older distilla­
tion methods, 
lacperlenc® has shown that much of th® difficulty and 
expense involved in the fermentation procaaaea srisea from 
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the TQQoverj of the glycerol. The most troublesome factor 
is the high concentrations of soluble salts present in tha 
f©rra@ntod beers. For this reason Hickej (1941) investigated 
the use of leas soluble sulfites. He employed magnegium 
or calelum siilflta instead of the sodiua salt». Unfortun­
ately th® yields were not as hlghj however, th© recovei^  
of the glycerol should b© aingsler sine© the cftlcima and 
m&gnmimi salts can b© removed by filtration. Sodium ions 
cannot b© gotten rid of so ©asily^  for no coistton aodiuia 
salts are insolublo. 
Most of th© feraentation procedures for glycerol that 
are described in th© literature use sugar as the raw ma-
terial# but it would b© desirable from th© standpoint of 
initial cost to use starch* There are very few references 
to the use of starch for this f©mentation although it is 
suggested in a few instancea, Connstein and Ludeck© men­
tion the use of a saccharified starch mash in one of their 
patents, but they give no data on its use,. 
The theoretical yield of glycerol is approxlma'toly 
51 par cent, and thor© are some claims of very nearly this 
value* However, th® majority of th® yields reported for 
large-scale fermentations of commercial slse are in th© 
region between 20 and 30 per cent. If the yields are 
given for glycerol recovered, they are even lower. There 
is correlation between the size of th© Inocula and the 
yields obtained. 
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Ih© purpose of tlie Investigation on which this thesis 
is based was to determine the best conditions for a glycerol 
fementation process using starch as the fermentation sub-
strat®. It was hoped that a process could bo developed 
which might ha^ e practical application for coiamerclal 
gljcerol production* ?o this end most of the work was don© 
with th® use of those sulfites which would not increase 
the concentration of soluble salts enough to make the 
glycerol reeovsrj too difficult* 
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II. HISTORICM. 
©le history of glycerol from its preparation by Scheele 
in, 1779 -until 19S8 is very well covered in the monograph 
 ^Lawi® (1928)« For that reason it will b© necessary to 
deal here with only those phases of the subject directly 
concerned with th© present investigation. The principal 
points of interest will be th© fermentation laethods for 
the formation of glycerol# 
Ih© literattare mentions various synthstio methods for 
preparing glycerol. Wurtz (1857) made it hj reacting 
l»2#3,-trlbromopropa»e with silver acetate and hydrolyzing 
the product, triacetln, with alkali* When it was discover­
ed that propylene could b© chlorinated to allyl chloride, 
it waa realized that this reaction could b« used as an ia-
portan.t starting atop for the synthesis of glycerol. The 
industrial prospects of this method war© discussed by 
Ii©vey (1938), and he concluded that It was ©eonomically 
sound# Williams (1941) also evaluated th© economic factors 
and presented the process as a desirable method for 
glycerol production. The coiniHerclal synthesis using pro­
pylene as tha starting rrmtarial was begun finally in 1948 
and is deacribed in "Synthetic' Qlycerin©" and '•Glycerine 
by Synthesis", two anonymous articles in Chemlc&l Engineer­
ing for October 1948. 
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A pi'ocess for producing glycerol by the bydrogenolysls 
of carbohydrates has been patented by th© Association of 
American Soap and Glycerine Producers, Incoi^ orated (1939)* 
It consists of treating a polyatomic aliphatic alcohol 
such aa sucrose with hydrogen 'under pressures of about 145 
atmospheres and at temperatures .above 145® C« Copper 
aluminate is used as a .catalyst, and anhydrous methanol is 
used for a carrier. The products. obtain@.d were 45,8 per 
cent propylene glycol, 2.1,5 per cent glycerol, and 6*3 per 
cent of less volatile glyeerol-lik© compounds, 
Past#ur (1858) first reported discovering glycerol aa 
a feiroentation product, H© found that the normal amount 
of glycerol formed in fermentations with pure yeast cul­
tures was about 3 g, from every 100 g, of sugar. His re­
sults were based on investigations concerned with the pro­
duction of wines and beers. 
Many studies on the mechanism of glycerol formation 
by yeast have been mad©, Neuberg and his associates (1917, 
1919) did much of the earliest work. He proposed tliree 
foaia of sugar dissimilation that were po.ssible for ye.ast. 
The principal reaction for a normal alcoholic fermentation 
la expressed by the Gay-Lussae equations 
C6H12€>6 4- SCOg, 
If, however, an aldehyde-fixing agent is present, the second 
form of dissimilation takes place according to th© follow­
ing equations 
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®6Hlg06  ^ CHgCHO COg 
The third tjp® la similar to th© second but Includes a 
conversion of th© acetaldehyde to ethanol and acetie acid 
as brought about by alkaline conditions. To fix th® 
acetaldehjde and cause the fermentation to take the second 
form, H©ub@rg used auch agents as dlaedon or the sulfites 
of aodluia, calcium, aagnesium, or zinc, Kobel and Tychowski 
(1928) reported using carbamlnic hydrazide {seaicarbazlde) 
and thlocarbamlnic hydrazld© for the sam© purpose,-
Th© ach«Hi® of &ibd®n, Meyerhof, and Parnas for sugar 
dissiiBilation provides the most generally accepted ex­
planation for the formation of glycerol by microorganisms. 
According to this Hiechanlsra glucose is first phosphorylated 
to a hexosediphosphate which then is broken down into two 
trios©phosphates, dihydroxyacetone phosphate and glycer-
aldehyd© phosphate, fhe last two compounds are in equi­
librium with each other. For th© nomal alcoholic fer­
mentation the glyceraldehyd© phosphate is concerted by a 
series of reactions to pyruvic acid, which is decarbo-
xylated to acetaldehyde. The aldehyde is reduced finally 
to ethanol. In Neuberg*s second dlsaimilatlon form, where 
th© aeetaldfthyde is fixed by some sulfite or other agent, 
th© aldehyde cannot be reduced, but instead dlhydroxy-
acetone phosphate is reduced to ^^ -glycerophosphate. This 
compound decoii^ oses to give glycerol. Porter (1946) 
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discusses th© abo¥e fomentation scheme In aiuch greater 
detail. 
As. mentioned earlier. In the normal yeast fermenta­
tions traces of glycerol are always found. It is supposed 
that according to th© Embden, Meyerhof, and Pamas scheme 
this la th© result of th© reduction of some-dihydroxyRcetone 
phosphate in the early stages of the f©mentation before 
much ae©tald«hyde is fomed. Once an adequate supply of 
th6 aldahyd© haa been produced. It roplaces the dihydroxy-
acetone aa the hydrogen acceptor, 
fher© are numerous books which give discussions of 
this fementation imchanisia and of the glycerol fermentation 
in general. Lawrie (1928) reports on much of th© experi­
mental work supporting it. The Neuberg and Meyerhof schemes 
are discussed by Prescott and Dunn (1940) and Porter (1946), 
A brief review oii the production of glycerol by fermentation 
is found In the article by May and Herrlck (1930)* A col­
lection of abstracts of articles and patents on the subject 
was put out by Whalley (1942). 
Ifuller-Thurgau and Osterwalder (1914) were probably 
the first to observe that when sulfurous acid was added to 
a fermenting sugar solution it combined with something In 
th© solution. They supposed that the compound which re­
acted was acetaldehyde, and it was later proven that they 
were correct. The acetaldehyde-sulfurous acid con^ lex and 
its sodium salt had been known for quite some time before 
this , 
Connst«ln and Liideek© (1919) studied th© gljcerol fer-
laentation from the standpoint of its industrial poaaibili-
tlea» They first considered an alkaline process, Lawrie 
C1928) gives their results from using the following alkaline 
salts! sodium acetate, s#oondary sodium phosphate, soditaa 
bicarbonate, and aumoniiffli carbonate* 
As is so often tru© \*ith earlier work, no pH values 
w©r© reported for the solutions used in th© work mentioned 
above. This means that th© glyeorol yields cannot b© cor­
related with the alkalinity of the fermentation mashes. In 
laany cases it is difficult to decide how much of th© effect 
of th© salts is due to the pH and how much to other factors, 
Iiawri® (1928) montiona several other reagents that 
Neuberg had us©d for th© alkaline fermentations. These 
included sodiuia carbonat®, potassiiaia carbonate, potassiiam 
bicarbonate, magnesium oxide, tertiary sodiiun phosphate, and 
ainc hydroxide. Contamination was found to cause diffi­
culties frequently in some of the feraentatlons in alkaline 
medium since many bacteria will grow quite well under these 
conditions# This trouble was not' encountered when high 
concentrations of sulfites were used. The sulfite has 
enough antiseptic action to keep contaminants from inter­
fering, Apparently th© toxicity is due to the bisulfite ion. 
present in the solutions. Since secondary infections are 
important considerations for industrial fermentations. 
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Connstein and Liidecke turned to the sulfite process. 
Sodium sulfite was used to fix the acetaldehyde# In-
oreas Ing the araount of the sulfite in the ojedlum increased 
the yield of glycerol. Iiawri© (1928) gives a rather detailed 
report on the results of this study., fhe data do not show 
any mxlaum yield reached by increasing the sulfite con­
centration* Howeverj, the increase in yield is too sraall to 
o¥0reoitte the losses of recovery from the nmshes with the 
high aalt contents* When the amount of sodium sulfite la 
Increased too much# the ferrftentatlon is slowed down, and 
the yeast does not function properly. The numerical re­
sults are shown In Table 1, 
Table 1 
fields of Glycerol with Various Concentrations 
of Sodium Sulfit©-» 
Sodium sulfite 
(parts by weight) 
Sugar 
(parts by weight) 
aiycerol yield 
(per cent on sugar) 
40 100 23.1 
6? 100 24,8 
80 100 87,3 
100 100 30.1 
120 100 33.0 
150 100 34.6 
goo 100 36.7 
#I3ipte3~Trm~EiiETe~Tl9WJ 
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Connstein and Liidecke used 40 parts of the sulfite for 100 
parts of sugar In their industrial procedure. 
fh© processes ware patented by Connstein and Liideck© 
in Germany, Hungarjj Austria, and th© United States. Patent 
references are listed in Lawrle (1928)• There were five 
claims in the United States patent of Connatein and Ludecke 
(1924). The first was for a process for manufacturing 
glycerol by adding alkaline sulfites (until alkaline re­
action) and yeast to sugar and then fermenting the mixture, 
fhey made a second claim for a process involving separation 
of the yeast after the initial ferinentation and repetition 
of the fermentation by adding the separated yeast and 
alkaline-reacting substances to more sugar, Th© third claim 
was for a process using neutral salts of imgneslum in a 
higher amount than necessary as yeast nutrients. Under the 
fourth claim they suggested adding new portions of sugar 
after part of th© original aigar had been feiroented. The 
last clalnt was for a process of producing glycerol by fer-
Msnting a solution of fermentable sx^ ar in an alkaline-
reacting medium# These claims were from the last of all 
their series of patents taken out in the various countries 
mentioned above. 
ConnateIn and Ludeeke stated that neither the kind of 
sugar nor the variety of yeast affected the fermentation. 
CJehle (1922). disagreed with the statement in regard to th© 
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effect of different yeaat strains. The species of yeast 
used was generally Saccharomycea cerevialae^  
Connstein and Laideck© (1921, 1924) used molasses and 
refined and crude sugars, all successfully. They found that 
the yeast could be recovered and added to th© next fermenta­
tion without decreasing the yields of glycerol. Although 
this procedure was not recoimn&nded by some other InTsati-
gatorsJ Connstein and Ludeeke reported th® results given 
in Tabl© 2 for a series of fermentations ttoy ran. 
Table 2 
Yields of Glycerol Using Yeast from On© Pementation 
as Seed for th© Hext^ -
Times yeast was used Glycerol yield 
(per cent on sugar) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
18.8 
81 ^4 
22»9 
22,8 
5 
6 
7 
8 
22.3 
20.9 
19.9 
21,2 
"#4dap"€©3™i*rom' l^ awr le '"{I'sM J 
A typical ©xan^ le of the Connstein and Ludeeke process 
is afforded by the following description: To a solution of 
one kg, of sugar in 10 liters of water, nutrient salts of 
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potassign, phosphorus, magnesium, and nitrogen, 100 g» of 
fresh yeast,, and 400 g» of anhydrous soditaa sulfite were 
.added. After the mixture was ¥#ell stirred, it was held at 
30® C* for 48 to 60 hours• The alcohol was distilled off# 
and the sulfite was removed as ealeluin sulfite before the 
glycerol was recovered. 
Thes© inirestigators also tried salts other than sul­
fites, but they all gave lower yields of glycerol,. Table 3 
indicates th© results tl3©y obtained. 
fabl® 3 
Yields of Glycerol with Varioua Saltsffr 
Salt Glycerol yield 
(per cent on sugar) (per cent on sugar) 
Calcium chloride 40 a. 2 
Aaaonium ciilorid© 30 3 
Sodium chloride 19 8. 0 
Soditaa sulfate 24 6* 7 
Sodium siilfat©. 48 8. 0 
Sodium nitrat# 34 5. 5 
Ferroua sulfRt® 60 11. 8 
Ferrous sulfat# 120 IS, 1 
Alujainuw sulfat® 59 9. 4 
Aluminum sulfate 44 11. 6 
illuminuffl sulfate 80 16.. 0 
"from li^awH^Tli'SlTJ 
It is interesting to notice that ©Ten the salts which give 
an acid reaction bring about the production of considerabl© 
glycerol,• 
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Cocking and Lilly (1922) developed a process whieh was 
& modification of the sulfite process of Connstein and 
Ltidecka. Thej reported that thej could produce glycerol 
in almost theoretical amounts* In this English process it 
was found possible to aa.k© use of "bisulfite In conjunction 
with noraal sulfites to produce a aixture which was neutral 
in reaction to litems* Although bisulfites are rolatlwly 
strong antiseptics and cssnnot b@ uaed alons in larg® quanti­
ties' in the glycerol farmentatlon, they nay be introduced 
in low concentrations into medium containing sodium sulfite 
without haming th© yeast# 
• G©hl@ {19SS} conflmdd leub©rg*s work with regard to 
th@ equlvalenc© between the aeetaldehyd© and the glycerol 
produced by th© farmentation of .sugar in the presence of 
sodium sulftt®. H« found an alteration in the fermentation 
products with increasing sulfite concentrations .and a dif­
ference in strains of yeasta in their degree of realstanc© 
to the toxicity of the sulflt#. By malyzlng for aldehyde, 
glycero.l, alcohol, carbon dloxld©^  and acetic acid, he could 
account for S5 to 90 per cent of the sugar* fh© total 
amount of glycerol produced wm ©q.ui¥alent 'to the amoimt of 
ac#taM®hyde plus a little more comparable to the quantity 
produced in a normal alcoholic fomentation and sui '*oxida-
tion value" calculated from th® acid production, 
fh® K»nufacture of glycerol by th© us© of sulfur 
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dioxide gm was patented by Barbet (1928). The gas was 
added to a molasses msh before inoculation and continu­
ously OP intermittently after the fermentation had started. 
Car© imist b© ©xereised to avoid using the gas in quanti­
ties large enough to poison the yeast-, fhls was another 
case in which an acid niash was used for the glycerol fer-
sentation instead of th© mora usual alkaline reaction, 
Ludeck© and Ludacke (1929) patented a method which in­
volved following th© diatillation of beer from on© sulfite 
fermentation with another fermentation. They us«d a tem­
perature of 30* to 35® G. and a period of two days befor® 
the distillation. Magnesium and nickel sulfates were added 
to th© laash. The yields were about 24 to 27 per cent glyc­
erol basad on sugar, 
fomoda (1921 to 1929) made an extensive study of tho 
sulfite fermentation for preparing glycerol, Ife investi­
gated th® acetaldehyde-bisulfite complex and its effect on 
glycerol yields.. By increasing th@ acidity of the fer­
menting medium Toiaoda (1924) found it was possible to de­
crease the dissociation of the aldehyd© complex and raise 
th« yields# The toxicity of th© bisulfite ion as con­
trasted with the aldehyde-bisulflte coi^ lex was demonstrated 
by Tomoda (1928a), ®ie aleohol and glycerol production 
were observed to occur in p.arall6l by foiaoda (1928b), 
He worked out mathematical equations to express the BMOxmt 
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of glycerol produced for given concentratloiis of sugar md 
sulfite• Th# velocity constants wer® detemlned by Tomoda 
(1929b) and found to be different functions of the eonoen-
tration of yeast for different media# H© also studied the 
foraation of g,3-butyl©ne glycol and ac#tio aoid In this 
f#rBientfttion» 
Purttor improvommts in the sulfite fementation were 
claimed by I^ @rlal Chemical Industries, I/td* and Lilly 
C1930) and Siordani Cl93g)» The latter used high ooncentra-
tions of bisulfite in his fermentations* H® obtained 
yields of 25 per cent glycerol from maslies containing; 20 
per cent sodium bisulfite. 
Most of the work dealing with glycerol feriaontatlons 
has been done with jmmt} but Takahasi and Asal (1933) 
published an article on the production of glycerol by vari­
ous species of Mucor» fho molds produced normally 5 to 9 
per cent of glycerol based on the sugar consumed* Alcohol 
production approximately paralleled the glycerol production* 
When sodium bisulfite was added, the glycerol yield was in-
creas®d.. The optlauja concentration of the bisulfite was 
6 per 6@nt» With this amount the glycerol yield was 21*5 
per cent based on the glucose asalmllated, 
Xdast imy be used repeatedly without loss of activity 
in sulflt© f©-men tatlons accoining to lurbatom and Shakin 
(1936).. fhey stated that the culture should be growi in 
suiflte-fr#© m&dlxm between ©acli sulfit# fermentation# 
fhey also peeoiiaaerKied. that the yeast be separated from th® 
sulfite medluai as soon, as the rerm©Dtatioii la finished, 
fhis was a confirmation of the rosiilts of Connst©in and 
lAideek® on the continmed uae of the yeast» In th© process 
of Connstein and Ltideeke, however, it was not specified 
tlmt interfflediate mediiaa without sulfit© was necessary# 
Hao ClSS*?) ©xperimented with glycerol fermentations 
of waste can© molasses. He reported on, feraentatlons with 
Saocharowcas oeravisiae in th© presence of aJJfcalin© sul­
fitescarbonates, and bicarbonates# Th© yields obtained 
were from 10 to 15 per cent of glycerol based on th© sugar, 
the lorddoutseho HefeIndustrie'A.-Q# {1938} patented 
,a glycerol fermentation process using 3 per cent sodiiaa 
ohloride in addition to the atilfite# The Eiethod used sugar, 
soditim chloride, sodi-um bicarbonat©, a®iionliaa sulfate, 
magnesiimj sulfate, and yeaat and operated at 37® C. and &. 
pH of 7^  t© 7#5. Ha,®lin (1938, 1940) claimed ,aerati,on in 
the preM&nm of oxidation catalysts, such as iron or man-
gmm& ,salts, produced good yields of glycerol# 
Comee • (194X1 patented a proe®»,s using SOO to 230 g# 
of sodiua sulfite for 180 g. of sugar and a pH of 8# fhe 
feraentation was conducted at 34* to 35* 0* for S days, 
and then the solution was di,stilled at 110* to 120 C, The 
residue was evaporated and distilled at 10 mm. pressure 
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and 170' to 180* G, to give a 33 to 35 per c®iit yield of 
glycerol. 
,Hlelesy (1941) studied th© preparation of glycerol using 
emmoniimi oalclu», or raagnesliim sulfites in a sugar medlua# 
Later Pulmer,. Undorkofl©r, and Hickey patented a process 
for th® cal«iuia and magneslua sulfites* The- study was ex­
tended hj li&es (1944) to converted stareh aedia tislfig 
principally magnesiiim sulfite. The next year leuberg and 
Hoberts (1946) toolc out a patent on a sulfite process, whioh 
used a alxtur© of aodlum sulfite and sodium blsulflt© and 
gave a yield of 35.2 g. of glycerol from 95 g. of sucrose* 
One of th© most recent patents on a sulfite process was triat 
of Pulmerj, tJnderkofler, and Hiek@y (1947) using aanmoniua 
sulfite., 
Considerabl© work has been don© on the production of 
glyeerol by .'alkaline fermentation methods since th© other 
products in these i»thods are ©thanol and acetic acid, which 
are more desirable than th® acetaldehyd© produced by the 
sul.fite process.# Eoff developed the best-lmown Aiaerlc.an 
sodium carbonate femantation* Due to a repo.rt during World 
War I that glycerol was being produced in Gemany by a fer­
mentation aiethod, research on this problem was started in 
the United States, loff (1918) obtained a patent on glycerol 
manufacture by a yeast feraontation in an alkalln® medium. 
He claimed best results by the us© of a teaporature of S7® 
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C, tod hf acclimatization of the organism., Saceharontyces 
ellipaoldeuss variety Steinberg, to the alkaline fermenta­
tion conditions. About 20 per cent of the sugar was con­
verted to glycerol when sodium carbonate was used to aain-
tain the degree of alkalinity Just below a mlu© which mjuld 
inhibit the yeast growth. For Hiaxissma yields it was neces­
sary to ua« amounts of alkali up to the endurance limit of 
the organism# A sugar concentration of about 17#S g, per 
loo ml#, of medim was bast, fhe fermented solution from 
which th® glycerol was to be recovered -contained 4..4 parts 
of solids for Qvei^ . part of glycerol^  and this mad© the r©-
eoirery process difficult and e^ j^ensive# 
Usually the yialds obtained from th© alkaline fermanta-
tlons ar© lower than those of the sulfite processes# Adams 
(1919) reported only 3 per e®nt glycerol from sugar using 
sodluia carbonate# Increased glycerol yields wer® obtained 
by loff, LindnerJ and Beyer (1919) from th© addition of 
alkalins reagents, such as sodium and potassium carbonates, 
bicarbonates, and hydroxides, to a fertaentation medium, 
MeDenaott, in the book of Itawrle {192S), gave his 
theory of th© glycerol fermentation of aolasses*- A shift 
from an aeld reaction to an alkalln© one was eonaldared to 
cause &' shift from the first form of l«ub0rg*s schemes to 
th© third form* His theory was that the different hydrogen-
ion concentration changed th© action of th« yea.st ensyia®s 
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on the earbohydrat© being femented, li© also stated that 
the reason B»laases wm a good substrate fox* th© alkaline 
pTOe0s.s was th© buffer action of th© soluble ash content*. 
H© pointed out that th© buffering effect helped to maintain 
a aor© constant pH hj lessening the alkalinity when th© 
alkali was added and preventing & rapid lowering of tho 
hydro^ l-ion coneentration by the fermentation afterwards, 
E:;q)eriBi©ntal data were gi'ren to show th© buffering action 
of molasaes amsh as contrasted with a synthetic laash when 
soda ash was added at internals, Th© pH of th© molasses 
mash ms more nearly constant and gaire a yield of 18«54 per 
cent as .against 15,24 per cent for th© synthetie wash, 
McD®rmott stated that a lowered production of glycerol 
reaultod from using those types of molasses having a lower 
buffer effect, k poor molasses would be improvod by adding 
buffers or arranging the soda dosage to keep th® pH aor© 
constant. H@ thought increasing the concentration of the 
maah might have th© same offset sine® there was .an indication 
from th0 litoratur® and from practice that high salt or sugar 
concentrations alone would increase th© glycerol proAic tion 
as coi!i>ared to loss concentrated media,. McDerinott (1929) 
patented an alkaline glycerol fermentation process using 
sodium carbonate, 
Neub©^  and Kobol (1930) studied the fermentation of 
non»phosphorylatod sugar to produce glycerol and pyruvic 
acid* Carotliersj Hill, and fan Natta {19S3) patented anothei* 
ppoeoss for* laanuffecturing glycei*©! bj the use of alkali* 
One of the most important parts of t'mir patent was their 
distillation method for r«eo¥©rliig the glycerol* After re­
moving the alcohol the slop.was distilled by spraying It 
counter current to a stream of superheated steam in a 
v&cuiaa, fh© distillate was further purified by mixing with 
lim© and blowing air through the mixtur© to destroy phenols# 
The Norddeutsch® Hef©Industrie3 (1938) d©serib©d 
an alkalin© method# Magneaium carbonate was used to neutral­
ize th© acid foraed during the fementation* Another pro­
cess patented by Krug and MeBermott (1935} made.use of 
amaonia as the alkaline agent. This had the advantage of 
m^ ing the glycerol recovery simpler since aamonla and 
its salts can b® removed# fh© pH of the rnash was adjustad 
to about 7»3» TJalng raolasses they obtained yields of 
18 per cent glycerol based on the sxigar, 
Hiekey (1941) made further investigations on th© possi­
bilities of the alkaline fermentation of dextrose by yeast 
using anmonlua hydroxide as the alkali.zing agent. He re­
ported that fermentations were unsuccessftil when an appre-
eiablt aaraoniim concentration was used in a»dia in which 
the pH value m,s above 7, ¥okorny (1913) had studied th@ 
effect of OBttonla on yeast and had also noticed a toxlo 
actlcai. 
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fakahasl and Aaal (1933) In their investigations with 
molds reported on the effect of addition of alkali, The 
use of sodim carbonate increased the glycerol yield. Pour 
per cent was the optimua concentration and gave a yield of 
23»5 per cent glycerol based on th« sugar consumed, 
Hodge (1942) patented a proceas for the manufacture of 
glycerol by a fermentation of sugar solutions to ifnlch am­
monia or an aimaoniiiai salt was added in amounts above th© 
nutrient requirementsj an aumonia aolution equiva­
lent to one-tenth to on© per cent by weight of the mash. 
For this method he suggested a pH of 6 to 7, but in a later 
patent Hodg« {1945a) stated that the more limited rang© be­
tween 6,4 fflid 7,0 was preferable, fhe process described in 
the United States patent by Hodge (1945b) involved growing 
the yeast in a low-sugar msh, such aa ethanol stillage plus 
aaanoniuBi sulfate, with aeration. This gave a sufficient 
yeast crop in 12 to 24 hours. At this time molasses was 
added to get a sugar concentration of 15 to 20 g» per 100 
Ml, Aeration was discontinued, and th© pH was brought to 
approximately 6,6 by adding anmonium hydroxid#*' Prom 
about the twentieth until the thirty-sixth hour of the fer­
mentation, a slurry of freshly-slaked lim©, or some other 
non-toxic neutrallzer, was added at intervals to maintain 
th® pH between 6 and 7, After the sixtieth or seventieth 
hour the beer contained 2,6 to 3,4 g, of glycerol and 5 to 
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7 g» of ©thanol per 100 ml. provided the pH was controlled 
properlj* 
ThB Aktieselskabet Dansk Gaerings-Industri (1944) pat­
ented a glycerol and alcohol fementation process in which 
coneentrated solutions of raw Materials containing sugar 
were fe men tod by means of at least one part of yeast for 
©ach t«n parts of sugar #iile the solution ia maintained 
weakly alkaline for a part of the time at least# The solids 
in the raw materials coi^ rised at least 82 per cent of fer-
aentahl© sugar, and the solution contained more than 200 g, 
of feraentftble sugar for ©ach liter of th© liquid at the 
time the farmentatlon is brought to a clos©* Th© pH was 
preferably 7 to 8 for most of the tlm® and was brought be­
tween 6 and 7 tow.arda th© end of the reaction* By femient-
ing iOO kg, of sugar with 100 kg, of press yeast in 600 
liters of water at 32® Cm, with a continuous addition of 
sodium l^ droxid® solution, there wer® obtained after 48 
hours 39«6'liters of alcohol and 24.2 kg, of glycerol. 
Ilaish, Blackwood, and Ii«dlnghaaa {1945} reported the 
production of glycerol and 2,3-butanediol by Ford's strain 
Baeillus aubtilis when grown at 30* C.» on a glucose 
solution at & pH of 6»0 tO' 6*8 xmder anaerobic conditions* 
By th© us© of calelUHi carbouat© to control the pH, glycerol 
yields of 40 moles for each 100 moles of glucose were ob­
tained under laboratory conditions, Blackwood, Neish, 
'BT*omk0 md Ijedirigliaa (1,947) fotind considerable variation in 
the yields given by different strains of Bacillus subtill8». 
A coiamercial process was patented by Helsh, Ledingham, and 
Blackro-od (1947), A sterile 5 par cent solution of sugar 
together with nutrients was fer»nent®d at 37® C., md the 
products included 29*4 per cent glycerol md 28,1 per cent 
2,3»b«fcan0dlol» 
Sehade ,and Farber (1947) obtained a patent on a process 
for the manttfacttire of glycerol by th© fenaantation of carbo­
hydrates with yeast in the pres-ence of magnesiiim carbonat® 
and with a stream of a neutral gas, auch as air# passing 
through the fermenting solution to strip out th© more 
volatile by-producta* These by •^ products could be recovered 
by scrubbing th© ©xit gas. Hydrolyzed wheat was mentioned 
as a siibatrat®, and th© conditions used were a temperature 
of 32° C.. and a pll of 7^ 0 to 7»2a^  controlled by adding th© 
amgnesium carbonate* 4ft@r 26 hours of feraentation 310 g» 
of pur©, refined glycerol war© obtained from 1700 g, of 
reducing sugars# A similar process was patented by Schade 
(1947) in which 100 g» of a pressed yeast containing 
about 72 per cent of water was added to 10 liters of a 
hydrolysate of a starch material containing about 10 per 
cent of total reducing sugar. During fermentation at th© 
usual teagserature air was passed through the mixttar© which 
was maintained in th© neutral rang© by continuously 
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neutralizing the acids formed with ttie addition of a base* 
A yield of 22 per eent of glycerol baaed on the fermented 
sugar and of about 310 g, of yeast idth a 72 per cent water 
content was obtained# 
Grover C1947) patentsd a process for alcohol and glycer­
ol using sodium hydroxide, ammonitim sulfate# and secondary 
aamoniiaa pliosphate with initial aeration to give a good 
yeast growth. A 56-hottr fermentation produced 40»6 per 
cent of ethanol and 8»12 per cent of glycerol by weight on 
a sug.ar basis,. It was suggested that th® spent mash,- after 
separation of the yeast and ©thanol# b© slopped back to 
dllut© other feriaen tat ions thus increasing the amount of 
glycerol in tho iash» facilitating tbgoy&vj, and iu^ roving 
yields# 
. -Be­
lli, EXPEHIMESmi* 
Am Materials 
1# Coaist.areh 
The cornstareb. used in these Investigations was Buffalo 
powdered starch, obtained from Com Products Refining Company, 
Argo, Illinois• It was stored in a tlglitlj sealed metal 
drum# The moisture eontent was found to b© 11,7 per cent. 
According to the official acid-hydrolysis method of th© 
Association of Official Agricultural Chomlsts (1945) this 
stareh aiialyzad to giT© a glucose equivalent of 104,2 per 
cant baaed on the dry starch or 92.0 per cent based on the 
wet starch as it was weighed out for use in this work. 
Qm Steep water 
Steep water was used as a nutrient in some of th® fer­
mentations and in aom© of the media for carrying th© cul­
tures. It also was obtained from Cora Products Refining 
Compsuay. It contained 50.0 per cent total solids or 63 g. 
solids per 100 ial» 
3* XQaata 
A strain of Sacoharomjces cereviaiae designated as 
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niimber 43 (Plelschraann* s catalog number 2.15-52) was used 
for soffl© of th© early experiments. It had been used for 
alcoholic feraien tat Ions in these laboratories for many 
years# A medliim containing 5 per cent glucose and 0»5 per 
cent steep water was employed to carry the culture. 
Most of the mirk was done with imsaive inoculations. 
For this purpose ordinary calces of Plelschmann*s fresh 
yeast were used. They were obtained for each experiment as 
fresh as possible from grocery stores and wer« kept In a 
refrigerator until used. 
Several experiments were carried out with a culture 
of ZyKosacoharomyees acidifaclenSf American Type Culture 
Collection number 8766, It was carried on a medium con­
sisting of 20 g, of glucose, 3 g, of Bacto peptone, 0,1 g, 
of yeast extract, 3 g, of primary potassium phosphate, 
3 g, of ammonium sulfate, 0,25 g, of calcium chloride, and 
0,25 g, of nmgnesiUM sulfate in one 11tar. Regular trans­
fers of th© cultures were mad© &v@vj few days to Iceep tham 
active, 
4, Bacteriua 
Som© fermentations were conducted with Ford's strain 
Bacillus 3ubtills, American 'Pype Culture Collection 
number 102, It was carried on a raedium containing 5 per 
cent glucose, one per cent calcium carbonate, 0,5 per cent 
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jeast extract, 0»05 per cent seeondaa?y potassl-um phosphate, 
0,05 per eent primary potassiiam phosphateaaid 0»0S per 
cent maffiesiiaa sulfate heptahyirat©* The culture was trans­
ferred 0ir©ry two days. 
S* Sulfites 
Two difforent lots of mgnesiuia sulfit® wers tised In 
th©a« investigations. They both bore th© label of the City 
Chemical Corporation, New York# The first, used for Bovm 
of the early eagseriments, analyzed 56,5 per cent nmgnesim 
sulfite, • indicating tlmt it was mostly the totrahydrate, 
fh© other lot, whleh was used for most of the work, analyzed 
48.*4 per eent magnesium sulfite, eorresponding to th© hexa-
hydrate* fh© calcium and amonitao sulfites used were se­
cured from Eimer and Amend, Sew York.» fh© oalcitam aalt was 
a dihydrat®, and th© affliaoniuni sulfit© was the monohydrate, 
4 little calcium sulfite and magnesiiim sulfit© were freshly 
precipitated for use in one ©s^ eriment. Jh® calcium salt 
was prepared from calcium chloride and sodiua sulfite, and 
th@ aiagnesiuBi sulfite was made from Km^ esium sulfate and 
sodium sulfite, 
B, Analytical Methods 
!• Peteraination of alcohol 
Th® alcohol determinations were made by distilling th© 
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medisk fTom. a KJeldahl flaak and collecting 100 al* of dis­
tillate In a Tolumatrlc flask# The diatlllates were dis­
tilled a second time from a flask containing 5 grams of a 
mixture of thre© parts of sodltHH sulfite and on© part of 
sodiim bisulfite, fhe saoond diatlllate was placed in a 
constant-temperature water bath at 25® C, and then the spe­
cific gravity was determined with a chainomatie Westphal 
balance. 
2* Detemination of sumv 
Th@ reducing sugar content of the hydrolyzed starch 
mashes was deterainod according to the method of 
Undtrkofler# Gujmon,. and Pulmer (1943}:. fhe reagents 
were standardized with a series of concentrations of pur© 
glucose solutions. All of the ordinary aiialyses for the 
work dona for this thesis were carried out In duplicates. 
Trlpllcat® sffltaples were used where standardizations were 
Involvsd. fha glucose equivalent of the starch waa detem-
ined by th® acid hydrolysis procedure described by the 
Association of Official Agricultural Chemists (1945) fol­
lowed by the reducing sugar analysis. 
5.. D@tenaination of sulfite 
Sulfite was detarained by liitratlon with a standard 
0.1 noraal iodine solution. This solution was prepared by 
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dissolving lodln© with potassltia iodide in water' and stand­
ardizing against arseiilous oxld©. fhe latter was recrystal-
llz©d from r a agent-grade material iising 20 per cent hydro­
chloric acid. 
4« Betermination of aoetaldqhyde 
Ac©taldehyde was deterralned by finding the aiaoxint of 
sulfite bound by it. When sulfite is present with aeetald©-
hyda in a wtakly acid solution, ttere amy be considered to 
b© on® sulfite radical associated with each, aldehyd© aol@-
oul©. This botmd sulfite is liberated by making the solu­
tion weakly alkaline with sodium bicarbonate. Hencej by 
an lodimetric titration of the free sulfite in weakly acid 
solution and a further titration after saturating the solu­
tion with sodium bicarbonatei, the amount of bound sulfite 
w&s obtained as the dlfferenc® between th© total and th© 
free sulfite., foaoda {1929) described th© method., Lawri© 
{1928) said (Jehl® C19B2) alao mention methods for determin­
ing' ac@tald©hyd©. 
Determination of glycerol 
In most of the experiments, where Saecharoaiyceg 
cerevigiae was used to carry out the fermentations, the 
glycerol yield was detemlned by ana,lyzing for the aeetalde-
hyde fixed during the fementation# The correlation between 
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the fonaation of the aldehyde and glycerol was discussed by 
leub©i»g arid Reinfurtli (1919), and was mentioned in th© his­
torical section of this tliesis# This procedure gives valixes 
slightly below the true amoomt of glycerol. 
For til© experiiaents with Zygosaccharoayces acidifaciens 
th© &hove method is not applicable since the glycerol pro­
duction involves a different mechanism and the acetaldehyde 
foriaed is not ©quivalant in this cas®. Her© a periodate 
oxidation of th« glycerol was carried out using an excess 
of periodatd and adding, iodid© followed by a thiosulfat® 
titration of th© liberated iodine» Si© procediire followed 
was that of Wood and lerkman (1940)# 
In th© ©xperiioents with Baelllus subtilia a periodate 
oxidation was again uaed» The other principal prodiiet of 
those fermentations is 2,3-butanediolt which is also oxi­
dized by the periodate. In the case of th© glycerol oxida­
tion formic acid is forasd and can be titrated with standard 
soditm hydroxide., Th© details of this method are described 
by Shupe (1943}• 
0. An Investigation of Various 41d.©hyd©-fixing 
Agents To Induce the Glyearol Peraientation 
of Acid-hydroyzed Starch 
fhere are ntrnieroua reagents that react with aldehydes 
to forrn more or less stable combinations which would probably 
prevent th© reduction of acetaldehyd© to ethanol in 
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fementatlon media# Some of these were tried in this ejcperi-
ment ©-yen though they couldn't b© ©xpeeted to have laich 
valu® for industrial fermentations. Thirty grams of starch 
was used in each flask and hydrolyzed by autoclaving with 
300 ml# of 0»1 normal sulfuric acid at 25 pounds steam 
pressure for 2 hours» Following this th® aeid was neutral-
Izad, and th® reagents shomi in Tabl® 4 were added. Inocu­
lation was mad© with a suspension of yeast cakesj and aft©r 
3 days glycerol analyses wer© made by the periodat©*oxlda-
tion method following removal of tha reagents and reducing 
sugars• Th© yields of glycerol are given in Table 
Table 4 
Effect of farious Aldehyde-fixing Agents 
on Tields of Glycerol 
Reagents added to- 300 ml. of mashj g. Glycerol yield, 
per cent of glucose 
equivalent 
Rydroxylamin© hydroclilorid© 10 3»6 
Phenylhydrazln© hydrochlorid© 6 7»2 
Semlcarbazid© hydrochloride 10 7»4 
Sodium sulfite 30 29^ ,5 
fh© results in Table 4-indicate that all of the re­
agents are effective in increasing the glycerol yield above 
that found normally in yeast feKaentations. The use of 
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phanylhydrazin© and semi car bazlde gave fair yields, Sodliaa 
sulfite was far better than any of the other reagents, and 
sine© sulfites are more economical, there would ae©m to b© 
no reason to consider the other reagents for an industrial 
proeess* 
D#. fh© Fermentation of Aold'^ hydrolyzed Cornstareh by 
SftcoharoBiTees oere.Tisiae in the Pressne© of Stilfit© 
1* Acid«"hydrolyala of cornstarch 
Since Goering (1941) had worked out the conditions 
neceasary for acid-hydrolysis of cornstarch by sulfuric 
acid, this information was used la preparing media for the 
glycerol fermentations. An ©sqaeriment waa carried out to 
determine the ©ffeet on the glycerol yields of using dif­
ferent concentrations of sulfuric acid to saccharify the 
starch. It was decided to use a period of 2 hours and a 
steam pressure of 25 pounds per square inch for the cooking* 
Thirty-gram quantities of starch were weighed out and 
placed into 500-ml# Srlenmeyer flasks# Three hundred ml« 
of sulfuric acid solutions of various concentrations, as 
givan in fabl© 5, was added to each flask. All fermentation 
media were prepared and fenaentod in duplicate. The stap eh 
was gelatinized by heating the mixtures in a hot water 
bath until they thickened, They were shaken frequently 
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during this period of heating to prevent the starch from 
sticking to the sides and bottom of the flasks. This pre­
liminary gelatinization is probably not necessary, but it 
avoided the possibility of Itanps forming during the cooking 
to follow# The flasks were then placed in an autoclave and 
heated for E hours at a steam pressure of 85 pounds per 
squar® inch. Th© hydrolyzates were neutralised by the ad­
dition of calcium carbonate. 
When the teiaperattare of the contents of the flasks 
had dropped to 60" Qm$ 1.2 g* of mold bran, 0.9 g# of steep 
water solids, and 30 g. of magnesium sulfite tetrahydrate 
were added to each flask. After the temperature was down 
to 30® C,, the media were Inoculated with 30 ml, of a 24-
hour culture of yeast (number 43} grown in a medium con­
sisting of 5 per cent glucose, 5 per cent magnesim sulfite 
tetrahydrate, and 0.5 per cent steep water. The flasks 
were placed In an incubator at 30* C, The first glycerol 
analysis was laade on the third day after the inoculation, 
For this purpose the total volume of the liquid In each 
flask was measured, and 15-ml, samples were centrlfuged, 
Plv© ml, of the centrifugate was used for titration with 
standardized 0,1 normal iodine solution, A few drops of 
6 noraial hydrochloric acid and one ml, of one per cent 
starch solution were added before the titration of free 
sulfite, and excess sodium bicarbonate was added before 
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Table 5 
Iffeet of Ooncentration of Sulfuric Acid Used for Hj-
drolysls of Staroh on Yields of Gljcarol and Ethfioiol 
€onc, of Glycerol yield, per eent Sthanol yield, 
acid., of gluoos^ -e per cent of 
normality 3rdday 4th' ''day  ^ BW™3ay glucose 
0,01 10.5 12,3 12.3 16.3 
0.02 14.5 17,5 17.4 18.8 
0.05 14,6 13.8 19.S 18.6 
0.1 14.2 18»9 19.8 20.7 
0.2 13.8 18.9 19.9 21.8 
the second titration as explained in the section on mothods 
of analysis. Tlieg© analyses were repeated on th© two fol­
lowing days. Analysis for alcohol was made on the fifth 
day. The yields found are given in Table 5. These yields 
were calculated on the basis of the glucose equivalent to 
the 30 g. of starch, m found by the analysis mentioned 
under the section on materials, plus the 1.5 g« of glucose 
contained originally in the inoculua. 
On the basis of the results of this experiment it was 
decided to adopt 0.1 normal sxilfuric acid aa the concentra­
tion for hydrolysis in future experiments. Wh©n the analy­
ses were made on the third day, it was evidsnt that the 
fermentations wer© not complete, for there wag an actl-ro 
evolution of carbon dioxide from the flasks. The results 
of the first set of analyses were rather misleading aa to 
th© best concentration of acid. By th@ fourth day the 
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maximum yield of glycerol, 18,9 per cent of sugar, was 
found In the two highE©st concentrations of acid. On the 
fifth day tbsre was atill little difference between the 
yields of the two highest concentrations. The fermentations 
wer© nearly complete by this tJjae since the gassing had 
nearly stopped and the analyses of the flMks froa th© 
lower acid concentrations showed little change from the 
fourth day. 
The color of the hydrolyzates was darker at the higher 
aeid concentrations# This indicated some destruction of 
sugar by caramelizatlon* Froa the glycerol yields of 
Table S there is little choice between th© 0#1 and 0«2 
normal acid. Th® latter was discarded because of th© evi­
dence of wore sugar decon^ osition even though this wasn't 
indicated in the yields. 
For an industrial proces® considerably higher pressures 
and a shorter time would be used for this hydrolysis step. 
The time could be shortened from hours to a matter of 
minutes, but the high pressures required were not readily 
available in the laboratory. Buf, Stark, Smith, and Allen 
(1948) described an acid-hydrolysis process, which ia 
satisfactory for industrial purposes. 
Hayek and Shriner (1944) present a possible process 
for hydrolyzing starch by sulfurous acid. It would seem 
that it might be applicable to the sulfite glycerol fer­
mentation. For this reason an 035>erlm©nt was xmdertaken 
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to teat it. 
Six grams of stareh was pla ced in each of three pyrex 
tubes, used for Carius halogen d©teminatlons» Enough of a 
standard solution of sulfur dioxid® in water (titrated 
against a standard iodine solution) was added with addi­
tional water to give 60 ml, of acid solutions containing 
0,340, 0,687, and 1,044 g, of sulfixr dioxide, respectively, 
in th® three tubes. It had been calculated that these con­
centrations would give final concentrations in the liquid 
phase of 0.5, 1.0, and 1,5 g, of sulfur dioxide per 100 g, 
of water after the tubaa wer© sealed and heated to 335* C, 
Part of the sulfur dioxide would be driven from th© liquid 
phase into th© gas phase abov® which had a volume of 50 
ml. The calculation was nade from an extrapolation to 
135* C, of the vapor pressure data for sulfur dioxide so­
lutions aa given in volume III of the International 
Critical Tables, pag® 302, fhe weight of sulfur dioxide 
which would be in the gaseous phase mm detertalned ap-
proxiimtely froa the gas law equation using a pressure ob­
tained from st^ aaing the extrapolated partial pressures and 
subtracting the partial pressures of air, water, and sulfur 
dioxide at the temperature in th® tube when it was sealed, 
This quantity of sulfur dioxide was added to the amount 
desired in the liquid phase to give the values used above. 
Six 50-ml., Srlenmeyer flasks were also prepared in 
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dupllcate with 3 g» of starch and 30 ml, of 0.02, 0#05, or 
0,1 nomal sulfuric acid in each to compare with the sul-
furous aeid hydrolysis* The flasks and sealed tubes were 
placad in an autoclave and heated for 2 hours at a steam 
pressure of 30 pounds per , square inch. After cooling, the 
tubes were opened, and a little magnesium carbonate was 
added to all of the tubes and flasks to partially neutralize 
the acid. Samples were taken for sugar analysesj, and then 
the contents of the tiabes were divided between duplicate 
50-ial. Irlenraeyer flasks. To all of the flasks enough 
raagnesiuitt sulfite hexahydrate was added to give 3 g, of the 
sulfite in each flask» They w©r© inoculated with 1,6 ml, 
of an active y@ast suspension and incubated at 30® C, 
Sine® large Inoculations were used, the fermentations 
seemed to be coBi>l0te by the third day. At this tira© 
glycerol analyses were made by th@ method described for 
sulfite feiraentattons. Table 6 presents the results of 
this experlmant. 
With the sulfuric acid the amount of conversion to 
sugar increased with the concontration of the acid as in 
th© previous eaqjeriment. However, even with the lowest 
concentration the conversion was quite good. The glycerol 
yield was less for the lowest concentration even though the 
yields were calculated on the basis of the sugar found by 
the analysis. 
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Tabl© 6 
Comparison of Sulfurous and Sulfuric Aoid Hydrolysis of 
Coras tareh for the Glycerol Pementation 
Concentration of Conversion of Glycerol yield, 
hydrolytio agent starch to glu- per oent of 
cose, per cent glucose 
Sulfuric aeid 
0,02 nomal 93.9 14,0 
0»05 normal 96.1 16*1 
0*1 normal 99,0 16,1 
Sulfurous acid 
0.5 g. SOg/lOO g. HgO 
1.0 g.. SOg/100 g. H2O 
1*5 g» SO2/IOO g» H2O 
With the sulfurous acid the amount of conversion to 
sugar was not so good but did increase with the concentration 
of the acid* Hayek smd Shriner (1944) report some better 
conversions than these? so it is probable that a higher 
concentration or higher pressure would have given better 
hydrolysis. The glycerol yields were disappointing. At 
the higher concentrations of sulfur dioxide the results 
would indicate that the free sulfur dioxide or bisulfite 
ion was inhibitng the fermentation. 
This sort of inhibition was .observed also in some ex­
periments to b© described later where sulfur dioxide was 
used# Probably a mora complete neutralization of the sul­
furous acid to give a higher pH would have produced better 
results. According to the patent of Barb©t (1928), however. 
67,2 
?2»5 
80.2 
13.5 
8.8 
7.6 
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the medltim eould still be acid ?/nen using sulfur dioxide. 
Although sulfurous acid could probably be U3ed as the hydro-
lytic agent for a glycerol fermentation of starch, the above 
data Indicate tlmt the aulfur dioxide process would be more 
difficult to carry out than the sulfuric acid hydrolysis, 
and it does not seem as suitable for industrial use, 
2* Effect of addition of nutrients to glycerol fermentations 
The addition of many of the salts coasiionly used as 
nutrients in yeast fermentations was tried by Lees (1944) 
and found to have little effect on the glycerol fermenta­
tion, Various less cornmon salts have been reported by 
investigators to atlaulate yeast fermentations. Some of 
these were used for this experiment at the concentrations 
shown to be effective for other fermentations, Tlie pro­
cedure was similar to that described in the first experi­
ment on hydrolysis with various concentrations of sulfuric 
acid. In this case the concentration of sulfuric acid 
used for hydrolysis of the starch was 0.1 normal* Thirty 
grams of cornstarch was added to each 500-ml# Erlenmeyer 
flask with 300 ral« of the acid» The starch was gelatinized 
in a hot water bath, and the flasks were autoclaved for 2 
hours at 25 ^ oimds steam pressure. After the flasks Imd 
cooled, the acid was neutralized as before, and 30 g» of 
magnesium sulfite tetrahydrat© and the phosphate, arsenate 
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or tartrate were added* Thirty ml. of a culture of yeast 
grown for 24 hours in a sulfite medium was used for the in­
oculum of each flask. The glycerol jialds found as th© 
fermentations progressed are shown in fable 7# 
Table 7 
Effect of Addition of Salts on Yields of Glycerol 
Salt of glucose equivalent 
""3rd"" 4th ' Sth *6th" 7th 
______ day day day day day 
Hons 2#3 2#4 3«.l SuS 
K2HP04..3Hg0, 0..5 g^ ../lOO ml„ g,3 2,5 4.B 7..0 9.2 
Iagms04, 0.005 molar 1,9 1.9 ,2»2 3.2 4,6 
KqC^U^Oq, 8 ag./lOO ml.. • 2.2 2.S 3.3 4,2 6»9 
These data indicated that the glycerol feraontation is 
slow and the yields are lott without the addition of nutri­
ents, fhe uae of steep water and mold bran in the first 
©isperiment on sulfuric add hydrolysis resulted in much 
better yields than any of these. The addition of phosphate 
increased the yield, and the arsenate decreased ltj> while 
tartrate had no effect. 
Up to this time most of the inoculations had bean mad© 
with liquid cultures of yeast rather than yeast eakes even 
though it had been reported by Hicksy (1941)., Lees (1944), 
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and others that massive inoculations gave faster fementa-
tions and better yields. It was first thought that the us© 
of yeast cakea was not practical Industrially, but# since 
massive Inoculations and reuse of jreast are practical In 
industrial fermentations of sulfite waste liquor and wood 
hydrolyzates, similar procedures should be applicable for 
glycerol fermentations. Hence,, nmssive Inoculations from 
yeast cakes were used in subsequent e^ arlaents, The cakes 
were suspended in water to give about on® eak® in each 45 
ml., of suspension, and 15 ml,, or one~thlrd of a eak©, was 
added to the uaual 300 ml. of fementation aedlm# For 
the present experiment on the effect of some citrateis, 30 
of cornstarch was weighed into each 500«ml« Erlenmeyer 
flask, and 300 ml» of 0.1 normal sulfuric acid was added. 
The starch was gelatinized, autoclaved at 25 pounds steam 
pressure for 2 hours, and cooled* The aold was only partly 
neutralised with calcium carbonate so that the medium re­
sulting would be slightly acid. Thirty grams of magnesium 
sulfite and 24 mg. of the citrates were added. Fifteen lal. 
of the suspension of yeast cake was used for inoculation# 
fh© fermentations progressed rapidly at 30® C., and analyses 
were mada on the third day when the rate of evolution of 
carbon dloxid© had slowed down. The results of'this e^ erl-
ment are shown In Tabl# 8, 
Tabla 8 Indicates that the siaall amounts of the ci­
trates do not Influence the glycerol yields very much# 
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!rabl® 8 
Effect of Mdltlon of Citrates on Yields of G-lycerol 
Cit2?ate addei Glycerol yield, per cent 
of glucose equivalent 
lone 21.1 
Magnesim 21.7 
Sodim 20,9 
Aamionlua 81»8 
The laagneslum and anaaonium salts ga¥© slightly better yields 
than the control# but the most important point about these 
data is the fact that the fermentations, were all rapid with 
high yields as a result of the massive inoculations with 
yeast cakes. Cojuplex nutrients might b© expected to increase 
the yields more than'salts would. For this reason various 
nutrients and enzyme preparations were tried to investigate 
their effect either as nutrients or as saccharifying agents# 
Til® procedure was aimilar to that of th® last ©xperiiaent 
exempt that the nutrients and ©nsymes were added after tt« 
hydrolysis and partial neutralisation when the medium was 
still at' 60° C#. to give th© enzymes a chanc® to exert a 
further saccharifying action if possible.* 
fhe addition of the substances listed in Table 9 in­
creased th© ©thanol yields some but did not appreciably 
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Table 9 
Effeot of 4<l.dltioii of Con^ lex lutrlents and Inzjiaa 
Preparfttlons on Yields of Glycerol md Ethanol 
Substane® added, per cent CJlyeerol yield, Itheynol yield# 
of stareh. per cent of glu- per cent of glu-
coae equivalent ooae equivalent 
lothing 24*7 15.9 
Yeast extract 1,5 25., 2 16.2 
Malt 4,0 24.9 17*9 
RHozya® S 0*2 25.0 18.1 
Amy las© eonciintrat® 4»0 25,4 18.5 
Mold bran 4.0 25.0 18.4 
Bran 4.0 24...5 18.5 
Corn st@8p liquor 5,0 24.4 18.5 
change the glycerol yields. There was a slight incraas© of 
glycerol but not enough to compensate for th® cost of the 
nutrients. For this reason none were used in subsequent 
work with masaiv® inoculations• 
Studies on the .glycerol famentation of corastarch with 
varloua sulf i't'es 
Except for th® first preliminary experimant th© work so 
far had been don© with aagnesium sulfite exclusivsly as tho 
flxing-agdnt* Iwo other sulfites which could be easily re­
moved after fermentation without increasing th® soluble 
salt content ar© calcium sulfite, which Is not very solubl®# 
and emattonium sulfite, ^ ich could be decomposed gnd ©lim-
inated by heating. Thirty-- and 60-g». quantities of ©aeh of 
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the thr©© sulfites were compared in this experiment. The 
proeedure was the sam© as in previoua runs# Thirty grams 
of eornstarch and 300 ml, of 0.1 normal sulfuric acid were 
placed in 500-ral» Erl©nmeyer flasks, and gelatlnizatlon and 
autoclavlng at 25 pounds per square inch steam pressure for 
2 hours followed* toough calcium carbonate was added to 
give a final pH of 6, and each flask was inoculated with 
15 ml, of th© jeast cak© suspension, fhe results are glTsn 
in Table 10. 
Table 10 
Comparison of Mamiesiua. Calcium, and Aamonium Sulfites 
as Pixlng-Agents for Glycerol Fermentations 
Glycerol yield,, per cent 
of glucose equivalfnt 
23'.4 
ssa 
4.6 
4.1 
1*3 
1.6 
Sulfite 
30 g# Magnesiiffii sulfite 
60 g» Magnesium sulfite 
30 g# Calcium sulfite 
60 g. Caleium sulflt® 
30 g. Aaaaoniua sulfit® 
60 g. Ammnlxm sulfit® 
From the data of Table 10 it was evident that magnesium 
sulfite gave wuch greater yields than either the calcium or^  
anmonlum salt# Th© fermentations with ammonium sulfite ap­
peared very sluggish with llttl© evidenc® of carbon dioxid© 
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evolutlon. Since the ua© of 60 g. of the sulfites did not 
giva Increased yields ovqt thoa© obtained with 30 g» except 
with the ammonium aalt, 30 g. my be considered a suffi­
cient amount, 
leiibepg and Relnfurth (1919) thought that the ua© of 
freshly precipitated caloitm sulfite in fewaentatlona re­
sulted In higher ae©tald«hyde fixation than did the use of 
a eomtaercial anhydrous salt. It was decided to try both 
freshly precipitated calcium sulfite and freshly precipi­
tated magnesium sulfite in comparison with th© sonmiercial 
products. Thirty graas of starch and 500 ml. of 0.1 nomal 
sulfuric acid were placed in 500*ml* Erlanmeyer flasks. The 
starch ms gelatinized, autoclaved for 2 hours at 25 pounds 
steam preasure, and cooled,• The acid was partly nsutral-
iasd to give a final pH slightly aboT® 6j and th© sulfites 
w©r® added.. Thd freshly precipitated sulfites were prepared 
from sodium sulfite and calcium chloride or tmgnQBlxm. sul­
fate. Inoculation was nrnd® with 15,ail# of the usual yeast 
cak© suspension# Th© data for these fermentations ar© given 
In table 11* fhe yields are those detemined on the third 
day. 
Th® results In Table 11 indicate that freshly precipi­
tated calcium sulfite may be some better than the commercial 
product, but there was no improvement in yields using the 
freshly precipitated magnesium sulfite. Actually it seemed 
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Tabl© 11 
CoBiparisoii of Ppeslily Precipitated and CoiMercial Sul­
fites as Pixing-Agenta for Glycerol Penaen tat ions 
Sulfite Glycerol yield, per cent 
of glucoso equivalent 
Magnesium sulfite hexahydrate 
30 g. commercial 2.2.5 . 
30 g. freshly preeipitatod 
60 g. freshly precipitated 
21.8 
gg.O 
Calcltaa sulfite dihydrato 
30 g. cofflmercial 4,.l 
30 g. freshly precipitated 
60 g. freshly precipitated 
4.8 
4*8 
that the physical state of the sulfitss, in regard to their 
moistur© content and how finely powdered they were, de­
termined how much they tended to cake smd form Ivaspm wliieh 
in turn probably affected the yields. This would be ex­
pected ©specially in these fermentationa, wl»r© ther® was 
no constant stirring but only occasional shaking of the 
flasks* 
For a conMercial process both the sulfite and yeast 
would probably b® recovered and used over in subsequent 
feriaentatlons. This was tried, starting -with 50 g* of 
starch and 300 ml. of 0.1 normal sulfuric acid in 500-ml. 
Srlenmeyer flasks. The starch was- gelatinized and auto-
©laved for 2 hours at 25 pounds steaa pressure. After th© 
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acid had been partially neutralized to give a final pH of 
6,3# the jnagnestoa sulfite was added, and Inoculation with 
15 ial» of the yeast cake suspension followed. Tlie fer­
mentations were incubated for 65 hours at 30® C» bafor© 
analyses were nmd©* Then the rafidia were filtered, and the 
cakes of sulfit© and yeast were added to another set of 
flasks of hydrolyzed starch mediiaa prepared as before. To 
one pair of diiplicat® flaska no further additions of sulfite 
or yeast war©- iaad®« To the otters various araounta of sul­
fite or yaast or both wore added as shown in Table 12» 
Tliese second fermentations were again incubated for 65 hours 
at 30* and analy^ sd to gi"^ © the results in Table 12# 
Tabl© 12 
Glyeerol Yields of Suocesslv© Fermentations Using Sul­
fite and Yeast Hecoverd from First Fermentation in 
the Second Perfflentatlon 
Flrat feraentation Second fomentation 
Sulfite Glycerol yield. Sulfite Yeast Glycerol yleldt 
added per cent of added added, per cent of 
g. glucose equlv* g, cakes glucose ©qulv. 
60  ^ ~20  ^ ^ 0"^  
60 20.7 0 1/3 80*1 
30 20,2 30 0 l?.l 
30 19#9 30 1/3 19,7 
30 go, 4 15 0 16.8 
30 20,0 15 1/6 19,0 
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Th© second fermentations gave reasonably good yields. 
Indicating that the sulfite and yeaat can b© recovered and 
used The addition of more yeast resulted in better 
fermentations than where no more was add©d» Thar© were two 
possible reasons for this# For one th© filtration process 
uaed to recover the aulfit© and yeast from th© first series 
was very slow so tliat the yeast was often dry and probably 
not v#ry active by the tla© it was added to the second series# 
and for another th# conditions of these rapid fermentations 
with massive inoculations very likely give little growth of 
the yenst* 
'When calcitm sulfite was used as the fixing-agent, 
BMch poorer glycerol yields were obtained than with laai^ esluia 
sulfite. It was desired to find the effect of adding mag­
nesium ions to a calcium sulfite f ©.men tat ion. Thirty 
graas of starch was weighed into SOO-Jul. Irlcnmeyer flasks, 
and SOO ml, of 0#1 normal sulfuric acid was added, fhe 
fflodlum was autoclaved for 2 hours at 25 pounds steam pres-
sur®». The acid was neutralized with calcium carbonat©, 
and then 30 g# of calcium sulfit© dlhydrate and various 
aaounts of magnesium sulfate were added to th© _fMsks* 
Inoculation was mid© as usual, and glycerol was determined 
after 65 hours of incubation# The data ar© reported in 
Table 13. 
Th© results in Table 13 indicated that the magnesium 
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Table 13 
Effect on Gljce^ ol Yields of the Addition of Magnesium 
Sulfate to Calel-um Sulfite Pementations 
Magnesium sulfat# heptahydrat© Glyosrol yield, per 
STilfat© InoFdaaed tb® glycerol yields from caleium sulfite 
fementatlons, Th© yields Increased up to th© highest con­
centration of laagnosiuia siilfate tmed. This la Interesting 
from a theoretical standpoint, but for a practical industrial 
process it is not significant* The highest yield is still 
less than half of that obtained with magnesium sulfite. 
Since. th@ last experiment showed that magnesium ion 
improved calelm sulfite f©mientations # it was decided to 
try various mixtures of the sulfites as flxing-ag®nts» The 
starch was hydrolyzed in the usual manner. After the acid 
had been partly neutralised with calcium carbonate, th® sul-
fitas ware added in th© amounts shown in fabl© 14» Glycerol 
analyses were nmd© on successive days with the results col­
lected in Table 14# 
fh© results indicated that the mixtures do not give as 
good yields as the rmgnesiuin sulfite alon®» Th© yields 
added, g* cent of glucose ©qulv» 
0 
6 
12 
13 
24 
30 
5,0 
6,3 
7.5 
8,0 
8,8 
9,5 
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TabXe 14 
Effeet of Yarioua Mixtures of Magnesium .aaid Galciim or 
ABsmoaium Sulfites on Yields of 01ye®rol 
lagnesiiM 
sulfite 
6 HgO, g. 
Calcium 
sulfite 
2HgO $.Q • 
Aiiaaonium 
aulfit® 
%0, g. 
Glycerol yield, per cent 
of ijlucose equivalent 
First Second Third 
day day day 
30 0 0 ia,o 19.1 20*5 
60 0 0 11.5 17*6 21,2 
m 10 0 11,6 18.7 19.0 
15 15 0 11.6 15# 8 15«9 
40 0 20 6,7 6*2 6.2 
15 0 15 3.5 3,1 3.2 
from th© nmgnesiua and calcium sulfite mixtures were fairly 
good but decreased as the proportion of tto calcium salt 
was increased# The calcium sulfite was probably contribut­
ing VBVj little to the aldehyde fixation* Results from 
other ©sgjerimenta would lead to this eoncluaion, Aiamonlum 
sulfite appears actually to inhibit the fermentation when 
added with magnesiim sulfite. The glycerol analyses gave 
lower values on the second and third days than were obtained 
on th® first day. These flasks exhibited practically no 
gas ©volution or other signs of f©rmsntativ# activity, 
ctpt for the fermentations containing asmoniua sulfite tbs 
yields increased tmm day to d ay, but the process seemed to 
be about coaplete on the third day., This was Judged froa 
the rat® of evolution of carbon dioxide ihieh had slowed 
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doTO bj the third day« A few cheok analyses laada on the 
fourth day confirmed this observation.. Some of the flasks 
gave lower values for th® glycerol content by the fourth 
day. 
It is ImoTO from many reported yields in the literature 
that sodium sulfite will give better yields than thea« ob­
tained fros magnesiuM sulfite^  If the yields with magnasitrat 
sulfite could b© increased by adding a little sodium sul­
fite without adding enough to inoreaae the soluble sodium 
salt content very much, it might be practical to us© such 
a mixture, fhis was Inveatlgatad In the following experi­
ment,^  The hydrolyzed starch was prepared as usual. After 
th® media had cooled, the calcium carbonate was added to 
partially neutralize the acld» Addition of the sulfites 
followed* On th® third day glycerol analyses were Hmd©» 
The results are presented in Table 15,. 
Tftbl® 15 
Effect of Yarious Mixtures of MaffieBiuio and Sodium 
Sulfites on Yl«Ms of Glycerol from Acid Media 
Magn0¥SS'''Tur^  ^ ''^ o'^ lium'' suiFl te'"" iSId'J' per'"'cS'l 
hexa.hydrat®,» ;g» tie-|?tahydratejg« of glueoa© equivalent 
30 0 21,3 
2^4' 8 22,. 6 
20 13 23.2 
15  ^ ' go 20.5 
10 26 16,6 
0 39 5,1 
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Although the yields did increase with increasing sodiira 
sulfite for the two smallest additions# there was a decrease 
with larger additionsThe explanation for-this decrease is, 
BKJSt likely the fact that th© acid used for hydrolysis'was 
not coiBpletelj neutralized .leaving an aeld medluia to •sriaieh 
the sii.lfite.s war© added, and although this is favorabl© for 
fementations with magnesium sulfite alen©,. it gav® ©nough 
bisulfite ion with the mora solubl® sodium sulfite to b© 
toxic to th@ jemtrn 
-Since th® last experiment did not t®ll what it was de­
sired to leam from it, another on© was set up in rtiich it 
was imde certain that th© modia were alkaline. Th© starch 
was hydrolyzed in the usual manner. The acid was coi^ letely 
neutralized. The sulfites were added in the quantities shoTO 
in Table 16» All of the media had pH values above 7. Wtmn 
the farmentations were analysed after 6-5 hours, the yields of 
glycerol were found to b© m shown in labl® 16• 
Table 16 
Effect of farious Mixtures of Ma.^ aslxatt .and Sodium Sul* 
fltes on yields of Glycerol from Alkaline Media 
iagnesiuiB sulfite Sodiun sulfite' Glycerol yi®ld, per 
hexahydrate» heptahydrat-®..>.g» cent of glucose equiv. 
30 0 19.8 
20 10 23.7 
IS 15 S5.8 
0 30 28.5 
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With this s«t of fementations tha'e was a steady in­
crease in th® yield, of glycerol as the proportion of the so-
dim sulfite waa increased. The rise, howsTerj* was too 
gradual to atake it advisable to add sodiim sulfite to raag-
neaium sulfite fermentations. The Increasa in yield w>uld 
not eoap«asate for th© greater diffieultj of r#eo?ei»y from 
th© beer with a higher soluble salt content# 
B«for# the study of th© ua© of mixtures of sulfites 
was. given up» an «,:gp©riia®nt was mad® using ternary mixtures 
of iofflaoniifflij calcltia, and ma^ esimn sulfites* Th® usual 10 
per oent cornstarch mashes were prepared* Acid hydrolysis was 
carried out, and th© rest of th© preparation for fementa-
tion was as usual. The sulfites were added in th© aaounts 
shown in fable 17* On^  tha third day after inoculation 
samples were taken, and their glycerol content was d©t©r-
mined# The results ar© presented in Tabl© 17# 
Table 17 
Effect of Yfitrlous Mixtures of kmmm±im$ Calcium, and 
Magnesium Sulfites on lieMs of Glycerol 
fit© hexahydrate fit® dl- fit© mono- per cent of 
g« hydrate, g» hydrate» g» glucose equiv» 
20 20 20 6,7 
30 IS 15 2,9 
30 SO 10 2»8 
40 15 5 6,0 
60 0 0 22,0 
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fhe data of fabl© 17 Indicated that in all cases of the 
mixtures, th© f amen tat ions were greatly inhibited. Ho 
ftirth®" work was done on mixtures of sulfites as fixing-
agents# Attention was turned now to th© effeet of pH of th© 
media on the fermentations with the different sulfites:# 
4» Effeet ^  gljcerol -yields obtained fr^  
aeid-'l^ Ydrolyzed starch with various. sulfitQs 
As a result of previous experiments, a slightly acid 
medium had been found desirable for the fermentations with 
magne^ iiaa sulfite# Acoording to th© opinion of Hickey 
(1941) the feraentations ?rtth aamonium sulfit© should also 
b© on th© acidic side of neutral, for he thought that iijo-
lecular aaaonla or anmionium l^ droxid® in solution Aen th© 
ffl@dia had a pH value above 7 was toxic for th® yeast. Th® 
object of this Investigation was to s©a how th© glycerol 
yields changed with the pH of the medium in th© presence 
of the magnesium.* caleiuian or aiaiaonlum sulfites. 
In the first of this series of experiments laagnesixai 
sulfite was ei^ loy@d. fhe mashes wer® prepared in the 
usual manner, fhe only changes in the procedure cam© after 
the hydrolysis of the starch# The sulfite was add©d, and 
then the pH was adjusted* For measuring th© pH a glass 
electrode pH-meter was used. , Concentrated solutions of 
hydrochloric acid or sodium hydroxide w©r© added in small 
quantities to give th© dosired pH* fh® flaska were th@n 
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Tabl© 18 
Bffsot of pH on th@ Yields of Glycerol and Bthsynol fj»om 
the Fermentation of Acid-l^ droly:z©d Star-ch. In the 
Fr©a©noe of Magnesium Sulfite 
initio 
pH 
- At SO hrs» At 4^  hrs. 
G-lycerol^  yield 
per cent of 
glucos® ©quiv. 
Bthinol yieiid 
per cent of 
glucose equiv. 
5*0 5.0 13.9 0.3 
8>.5 5.5 • 5.5 9.8 0.9 
6.0 e,i 6.0 22.5 18.5 
6,-5 6.4 6.5 22.7 16,5 
7.0 6,8 6.9 19.1 22.2 
7.5 7.0 7.1 17.5 20.5 
inoeulated In th© usual \mj and. placed in the ioeubator. At 
gO-»hoiir intervals the pH was n^ asured and readjusted to th® 
desired mlu® where necessary, Th© data are collected in 
Table 18, 
fhe abo¥e data Illustrate the fact that the glycerol 
yields! aa?© influenced quite Markedly by th© pH of the laedium 
us©d» This is tmdoubtedly du© to the coneentratlon of bi­
sulfite ion produced from th© sulfite at th© different pH 
values# The optiiaum pH seemed to be between 6*0 and 6«.5 
with a rather rapid decline In yields when th© pH fell below 
6»0* Practically no alcohol was foraed in th© raedia at pH 
5«.0 and 5.5, Ther© were still fair yields of glycerol at 
these low pH vaJaies but much below th© best yields. The 
amount of glycerol formed at pH S,.0 was definitely greater 
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than that at 5,5, probably becaus© of the change in the rat© 
of reaction of ths yeast Bnzjima with the. pH» 
A similar seriea of fermentations was carried out with 
both oalcluia and araaonitua siilfites# The sam® pH rang© was 
exajmined for the ealcium sulfite^  but for th© anmoniiM salt 
a more acid range was used becaua© of th® obser¥ation of 
Hlckej that alkaline media were unsatisfactory for us© with 
anmonlura aulflt©. The data obtained ar© summarizod in 
Tab!© 19, giving averages for the dupllcat# feraentations* 
Table 19 
Effect of pH on the yield of Glycerol from th© Pementa-
tion of Acld-hydrolyzed Stareh in the Presence of 
Caleium or ABmonlum Sulfites 
— 01 jc^ rol" yield* piir eent 
 ^ of glucos# equivalent 
' ' At 20^  lira#" a¥" 
O&lcitm sulfite dihydrstei g;» 
5,0 4...9 5.0 4.5 
5.5 5.T 5.5 e.O 
6.0 5.7 5.8 4.3 
6.5 6.1 6.1 3.7 
7.0 6.2 • 6.3 3.2 
7,5 6.4 6.5 2.8 
Aaaaonlua sulfite monohydrate j, 60 g. 
4.5 4.2 4.4 1.4 
5,0 4.5 4.6 1.5 
5.5 5.4 5.4 l.B 
6.0 5.5 5.6 1.1 
6.5 6.3 6.4 1.6 
7,0 6.7 6.9 0.9 
-.•58» 
¥QT the calelum sulfite fermentations there is again a 
regular variation of tlie yields of glycerol with the pH 
of th© mediua us©d.» It is one® more ©trident that raagnesiua 
sulfite was much superior to eithar the ealeium or aamionlu® 
salt in bringing about good yields of glycerol# Th© differ-
ene© betwean the effsotiveness of the nagnesiiaa and calcium 
sulfites is prob&bly due to th© differeno© in the concentra­
tion of the sulfite ion in solution which results from 
their solubilities. With th© less soluble ealelum sulfite 
the opt.imuffi pH was at a more aoid reaction of about 5,5» 
Th© yi#ld at this point was better than those reported 
earlier in this thosis for ealciua sulfite fsriaentations j 
ao the conditions of pH used in previous ©^ ©riments had 
probably not b@#n optlmua* About all that can b© said about 
th© data, for aisaonlum sulfite is that th© formentatlons wer© 
very poor. Th© lowest yield was at th® highest pH# 
BffQOt on .^ yeerol yields of the addition of aulfur 
dioxide to Ba.gnesiuS"' aulf'ite fermeatatlons 
Sine© it might be deairabl© for an industrial process 
to use sulfur dioxid# to control the acidity of glycerol 
fomentations, th© of fact of adding sulfur dioxldo was in-
Y©stlgat#d» Actually th© pH of the media does not ehsmg® 
much during tho fermentation if th© initial adjustment was 
mad© , to a value near th© optimal# ao that little sulfur 
dioxid# would b« needed for thia purpose. In th® following 
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©xperiaonta mor© sulfur dioxide was used than would b® needed 
for simply controlling pH, 
For til© first experiment flasks of hydrolysad starch 
were prepared as usual# Thirty graas of magnesium sulfite 
hexahydrat© was added to each. Sulfiir dioxide was bubbled 
through th® media in half of the set of flasks for a short 
time* 'Ih© pH was adjusted to the values showi in Table 20# 
mnd inocuMtion was mad© with on©*third of a yeast eak© for 
eaeh flask,. At ao-hour intervals the sulfur dioxide treat­
ment was repeated# and th© pH of all the flasks was re-^  
adjusted* Th® results of th© glycerol analyses rmde on 
th© third day are given in Tabl© 
I'abl© 20 
Iffset of Intermittent Addition of Sulfur Dioxide on 
yields of Qlyeerol from Acid-hydrolyzed Starch In 
the Presene© of Magnesium Sulfit® 
'pH Sulfur Glyeerol yi©ldt p©r • 
dioxid© dent of glucose equiv. 
6«0 • 23*1 
6..0 + 17*6 
6.6 « 22,8 
6.5 4-' 22.1 
7,0 « 20^ S 
7,0 4- 20.0 
The data from labl® 20 showed that th© yields were less 
for those fermentations to which the sulfur dioxide was 
•so-
added#. Also It was evident that as the pH was increased 
the iraiount of inhibition decreased. The concentration of 
bisulfite Ion is probably the significant factor In th© in­
hibition obserred# On the- basis of these data it would 
appear that sulfur dioxide could not b© uaed in vbtj high 
concentrations in any glycerol fermentation medium with an 
acid pH» 
Another experiment was carried out in which a continu­
ous slow addition of su3JCur dioxide was used* fh© gas was 
bubbled very slowly through the usual Magnesium sulfit© 
medium In a pair of duplicate flasks., fh© gas coming from 
these two flasks was bubbled through the contents of another 
pair containing the same medium initially. ®iis second 
pair of flasks had more gas passing through them sine© there 
was considerable carbon dioxide evolved from the first pair, 
fh6 imgnesiuffl sulfite ma stirred up soa© by t5»s© gas 
bubbl»3, and hence the question of the stirring ©ff©ct was 
brought up# To check this another pair of flasks was 
stirred with aotor-driven stirrers to keep th© magnesiua 
sulfite suspended in them* 5he results of this series of 
fermentations are presented in Table 21» 
The results in the last table Indicata that stirring 
is advantageous for the fermentation. The flaaks which 
were not stirred wer® shaken nevertheless several times a 
day as in all of the previous experiments. Sine® ther© 
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Table 21 
Effect of Contlntious Addition. of Sulfur Dloxid© and 
Stipring on Yields of Glycerol 
freatment 
CD ion© 
(2) Sulfta" dioxide bubbled 
tll3?OUgh 
(S) Exhaust from (2) bubbled 
thi»ough 
(4) Stirred 
Q-lycarol jield, per cent 
of glueoa© equivalent 
gga 
17.0 
22.4 
•23.2 
was no apparatus available in the laboratory to stir a 
large number of flasks unifomly# however^  in subsequent 
©xperimants stirring was not resorted to tml©ss specifie-
ally mentioned. The sulfur dioxide again icMblted the 
fermantations into which it was first introduced. Th© 
apparently increaaed yield obserTed in th© second pair of 
flaaks may b© du© to acetaldehyde carried over by the gas 
from the first flasks* 41though all this work with sulfur 
dioxide was not of a quantitati¥® nature, the results 
indicated that further refined investigations of the addi­
tion of sulftir dioxide to magneaiuia sulfite fermentations 
were not warranted. In this connection it might b© well 
to recall th© inhibition observed in experiments reported 
in an earlier section of this thesis where sulfur dioxide 
was used to bydrolyz© the starch for feriaantationa# 
«.62"» 
Bffeet of v&rylnR the msh concentration and teaipera" 
tup« on the i?,lye0rol yle'lSs obtain©ci''''fr<» acid-
1waiFo1Fzi3"a terch msfe 
Pop coamereial puz»poses it is desirable to xas© as high 
a imsh concentration as will give good yields of glycerol# 
The variation of tha yields with starch concentration was 
next investigated* A series ranging from 5 to 20 per cent 
was set up« 
the various required quantities of starch were weighed 
into 500-nil» Erlenmeyer flasks» and 300 ml» of 0.1 normal 
acid was added, fh© starch was hydrolyzed, and the acid 
was partially neutralized.. After taking samples for a sugar 
analysis# the feriaentatlons were carried out in th© usual 
manner. IJhe aagneaium sulfite was used in varying amounts 
equal to the weight of th© starch in order to keep th© 
ratio of sulfite to subatrat© constant* The results ar# 
collected in Table 22» 
Tabl© 22 
Iffeet of farying th© Mash Concentration 
on th© Yields of Glycerol 
Concentration of 
mash, per cent 
Conversion of 
.starch to • glu-
cos«# per cent 
Glycerol yield.^ - par cent 
of glucose 
Secora^ "'sfcy'" ^ ird 'day 
5 
10 
15 
20 
100.2 
95.7 
94.6 
93.6 
23.6 
2S,6 
18,8 
16.5 
E3.4 
82... & 
19.2 
17.1 
Pr<M the abov© data It is obvious that the yields drop 
off with increasing starch concentrations• The starch con­
version to sugar also gets poorer at the higher concentra­
tions of nmsh. The fermentations seemed to be quit© com­
plete on the second day# At the two lower ataMh concen­
trations there was a alight d©or©as© of yields by the third 
day. It was to be expected that th© more concentrated 
maahes would take longer to fenaent ©¥Qn though th© Inoculum 
was used in nmounts proportional to the weight of starch 
in th® flasks, 
A further investigation was nmd© testing the influenca 
of temperature of incubation on the glycerol yields from a 
series with different starch concentrations» Two series of 
starch mashes were raado up and run as usual except that on© 
was incubated at 30® C, and the other at 37* C* The results 
are given in Table- .25 • 
fable 83 
Effect of Temperature on Glycerol Yields of ¥arlous 
Concentrations of Starch Mashes Hydrolyz«d with Acid 
Tamperatur©., degrees Concentration Glycerol yield, per . 
Gentigr&d# of mash, per cant of glucoa© 
cent equivalent 
30 5 22.0 
30 10 21.5 
30 20 17.0 
37 § 22,6 
37 10 21.9 
37 20 17.2 
Th® results presented above indicate that 37® C» was 
moT& faTOrable for th© glycerol fermentation than 30® G, 
Th© yields wer® a little better at th© higher temperature 
with all eonc0ntratlons of starch# Although thia is above 
the optiaium temperature for yeast growth, the ©nzjaes In­
volved in the fermentation undoubtedly function better at 
this temperature. However# the lower temperature was still 
used in tha following experiiaents reported In this thesis* 
fhe decreasing gljcerol yields with increasing concentra­
tions of starch were again evident in this experiment# A 
10 per cent mash was used in most of the subsequent work# 
7« Effect on Klycerol yield of delaying the addition 
It was felt that in these fementations with maaaive 
Inoculations there was very little growth of the yeast# 
fhe fermentations appeared to b© carried out largely by the 
enzymes contained in the y®aat introduced as tha inoculm. 
It would seem desirable to have the yeast growing actively 
at th® time the fermentation was begun# On© -way to accom­
plish tMs would be to inoculate the hydrolyzed starch Biedlum 
and^  delay the addition of the sulfite -until th© yeast Imd 
a chance to become active# Th© fermentations w©r® prepared 
in the usual way except tliat the addition of the magnesium 
sulfite was delayed for various periods of tia© after in­
oculation as shown in Table 24# Sixty-five hours after the 
to tti© rerraentatxoa' 
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Table 24 
Effect of Delayed Mdltlon of Magnesi-um Sulfite on 
Yields of Glycerol 
Tim© between inoculation and Glycerol jieldji per cent 
addition of sulfitehours of glucoae ©quivalent 
1 
2 
20 
24 
0 
0*5 
23»S 
22,0-
21.3 
20,0 
4.0 
2.8 
inoculation the glycerol was determined in the usual manner* 
The data ar® collected in Table 24» 
Proifl the data presentod in Table 24, it is apparent that 
delaying the addition of sulfite caused only considerable 
lowering of th© glycerol yields:• This result was expected 
for the cases «b©r© the sulfite addition was delayed for the 
longer times but not for the short time intervAls, Even a 
delay of 30 minutes resulted in a lower glycerol yield* 
Still smaller internals of time might ha?© showed an increase, 
but it did not seem that auch actlTation of the yeast could 
b© obtained by this method. Apparently from the data the 
fermentation of th« substrat© to ethanol starts off so 
rapidly that any activation of the yeast is »ore than off­
set by the loss of aubstrat© to ethanol production» It is 
interesting to note that the ethanol fermentation nmst be 
nearly eoaplet© at the ©nd of one day* for, when th© sulfite 
was added at that time, the glycerol yield was about that 
noraally found In the alcoholic fermentation# Even with the 
SO-hour addition th© glycerol found was only % llttl# ahov© 
utomal* 
8» Sffoot oa glycerol yields of aoeliumtlmtion of j«?aat 
to laagnea ium s'ul'f'11# 
For th# early work In this thesis before maaaiTa in­
oculations wer# used, the y©aat cultures had been accli­
matized to the sulfite by transferring the yaast from th« 
usual sugar medium to one containing mgrissiiani sulfite be­
fore the eulture waa used for inoculating the feriaentationa* 
In th©,experiments using yeast oakes they had only been sus­
pended in water and added directly to the media to be fer­
mented,. It was thought advisable to see if the acclimatiza­
tion to sulfite would improve the feRnsntations with 
yeast eakes* Th© mashes were made up in the usual way.. 
Inoculations were made with 15 ml., of suspensions of one-
fourth of a yeast caic® in a raediua consisting of 5 per cent 
glucoa©^  5 per c.©nt imgnesiua sulfite hexahydrate, and 0»5 
per cent steep water, Th© suspensions had been incubated 
at 30" C* for various lengths of time aa showi In Table B5. 
fhe results in Table gg show that a.ccl.iiHatization of 
th© yeast cake suspensions to Sulfite has no appreciable 
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Table 86 
Effect on Glycerol Yields of Acclimatimtlon to Sulfite 
of Xeast Cake Inoeul-om 
Influence on the glycerol yields., fhe yialds were calculated 
on the glueos® equivalent to the stareh weighed out plus 
th© SMtll aaount of glucos® which waa used in the inoeulum 
suspensions,. With these raassive inoculations aocliiaatlza-
tlon is not useful as it is with th© liquid eultures. 
on glycerol yields of aotivatlng; tfc^  yoast 
before Inoeulation 
leither delaying the addition of the sulfite nor ac-
#lto|%lsation to sulfite improved th® aetion of the yeast in 
bringing about the glycerol fermentation. Another attaek 
on th© problem was to try to activate the yeast a little 
before it was used to inoculate the fomentations, Th© 
usual hydrolyssed atareh riieditaa with jaagnesium sulfite was 
preparedand inoculation was made with one-fourth of a 
Length of. tiae of 
ae eliaati zation, 
houra 
Glycerol yieldper cent 
of glueos© equivalent 
0 
2 
4 
6 
9 
24 
•25»3 
23*0 
23*1 
23.2 
22,9 
23,0 
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jemt cake which, had been suspended in a medliam consisting 
of 5 par cent glucose and 0,5 per cent corn steep liquor 
and incubated at 30* C, for various periods of time as shorn 
in Table 26. The results of glycerol maljaes made 65 hours 
a^ft«r inoculation are collected in Table 26,. 
Tabl® 26 
If feet of Activating, Y®ast for farious fiaes on 
Yields of Glycerol 
Jia© of aetiiratloa Glycerol yields per cent 
period, hours of glucose ©quivalont 
From th© above data it appears that better glycerol 
yields can b© obtained by activating the yeast before In­
oculation, A Haximum yield of 23«4 per c«nt was gotten when -
& 6«hour activation period was used, fhis length of tiia® 
was probably about that required for th® large amount of 
yeast to exhaust the small amount of sugar avai'labl®. Even 
after 24 hours th© yeast gave .an increased yield although 
th® sugar must have been us®d up for quit® some time,. 
0 
2 
4 
6 
9 
24 
20.8 
21,0 
20.7-
23 # 4 
23.1 
21»g 
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E* !rhe Fermentation of Acld*hydrolyz©d Coroetareh 
by Baclllua subtIlia 
Effegt of mash concentration and nutrients on tti# yields 
of M.T0®rol obtained from acld-hydroljzed starch by 
ISell] Lua subtllls fermentatlons • 
Bacillus aubtllla has bean shown to produe© glycerol 
and SjS-butanediol froa sugar solutions according to the 
work of Blackwood, Melsh, Bro^ wi, and Ledlnghtm (1947)» It 
should b® posslbl® to adapt this fermentation tt acld-
hydrolysed staroh nmshes.# The fermentations were prepared 
la a similar manner to those for yeast ferraentatlona except-
that various concentrations of starch were triad,, and salts 
•and nutrients in the following concentrations were usedj 
0»05 per cent secondary potassium phosphate., 0#05 per cent 
primary potasalum phosphate, 0,»02 per cent aa.gne.slum aulfat© 
heptahydrat®, one per cent calcium carbonate, and 0«5 per 
cent y«ast • extract or one per cent com steep liquor* In­
oculation of each 250->iol. Irleniaeyer flask containing 150 
ml» of medium was with 10 ml# of a 24~hour culture of 
Baoilliis subtilis grown at 37* C. fhe results of glycerol 
analyses, aiad® on the fifth day by perlodat© oxidation and 
titration of formic add produced, are collected In Table 27, 
The results from Tg^ ble 27 Indicate that the yields fall 
off as the starch concentration is increased. Com steep 
liquor as a nutrient source gave slightly batter yields than 
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Table 27 
Effect of Mash Concentration and lut3?ionts on Yields 
of Glyc«i*ol from Eiaoilltts subtilis Feraieiitatlons 
Mash concentra­
tion, per c®nt 
lutrient Glycerol yieldper cent 
of glucoss equivalent 
5 Yeast extract 10*O 
7.5 Xdast extract 10*2 
10 Yeast extract 9.6 
S Steep liquor 13-.3 
7-. 5 Steep liquor 10,6 
10 Stsop liquor 10.4 
yeast extract* fhis would be desimble since th© steep 
liquor woxild b« a Mor® ©eonomlcal nutrient for Industrial 
use, Thes® yields obtained in this experiment were muoh 
lower than those reported by Blackwood, leish* BroTO^  and 
Ledingham (1947)» fh© fonaentations appeared slow# and it. 
is possible that if they had been allowed to continue for 
a longer ti»e higher yields would have b#«n found. 
Effeet on gljcerol yields of adding sulfit# to 
Baeillus t'iXia t&rmentations 
In view of th© fact that the 2*3-butitnedlol produced by 
Baeillus aubtilia fomentation has little -demand, it was 
thought desirable to investigate the effect of sulfite in 
fixing the acetaldehyde before the glycol was formed if th© 
organism could tolerate it, Pift©«n graas of cornstarch 
was -Boighed into 250-al» Erlsn»«y®r flasks and hydrolyzed 
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wltla 150 ml,, of acid in the usual manner# The aeld was 
neutralized, and on© per cent of corn steep liquor was added.. 
Eio media were sterilized and cooled, and sterile ealciiaa 
carbonate, salt solution,, and magnesixun sulfite as shown in 
Table 28 were added* A-ft©r ferinenting for 6 days tha amahes 
were analyzed for glycerol and acotaldehyde, fhe data are 
collected in Tabl® 28, 
Table 28 
Effect of fadPious Aaowits of Magnesium Sulfite on Yields 
of Glycerol from Bacillus subtilia Farmentations 
WMffiBslua 'sulfite Glycerol, yields^  % of glucose e-quivalent 
hsxataydrate y g> Total Iguiyalent to .acetaldehyda 
0 10*5 0»9 
4 8«2 1:.? 
8 5.8 2...0 
12 5*0 2,2 
16 2.8 2.4 
20 3..2 2,8 
1?ho data In Tabl® 28 indicate that the total amount of 
glycerol dropped off iao.r0 or less regularly as the sulfite 
eoncsntration wm increased. At tha saae time th@ amount of 
aoefcaldehyde Increased with Increasing concentration of sul­
fite, With th© two highest amoun'cs of sulfite th© total 
glycerol content was only .slightly greater than the glycerol 
equivalent to the ac«tald@hyd<®» The effect of th® sulfite 
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was certainly one of inhibition of the nomal fepmentatiire 
activity of the BmiXhxa subtilia, 
3»- Bffeet of pH and stirring on the glycerol tIqMs. froa 
BallXSis subt'fITb ' ferma'n taWons ox'''''liyiroXyi'el a¥s^  
Sinee the pH was found to exert a great d®al of influ­
ence on the yields of glycerol obtained fro® yeast fsrraenta-
tions, it was decided to t«stthis point in regard to the 
B&oilltis 8libtilia fermentations of hydrolyzed stareh, A 
7»5 per eent stareh mash was hydrolyied with 0»1 normal sul­
furic aoid in 250-ml« Srlenaeyer flasks, fhe acid-was neu­
tralized^ , and on© p0r cent com steep liquor was added, the 
pH was adjusted to the values shown in Table 2.9«. In some 
cases on© per c@nt calcium carbonate was added to control 
the pH near 6, After sterilization and the addition of 
nutrisnt salt solution the flasks were inoculated with 10 
ml* of a E4-hour culture of Bacillus subtilia growi at 37° 
Cm Some of the flasks were stirr»d« Glycerol aoialyses 
were made after the fermentations had b«©n going for a. 
week in a 37® 0« incubator* These data are in Table 29» 
A pH of 6 was »ore favorable than the higher values* 
The us© of calcium carbonate to hold the pH near 6 and 
stirring^  especially where the carbonate was usod, improved 
the yislds.. These fermentations were more vigorous than 
the fomer ones probably in part du© to th© higher tempera-
tur© of incubation. 
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Table 29 
Effect of pH and Stirring on Yields of Glycerol freaa 
Baoilltia subtllis Fermentations of Hjdroljzed Starch 
pH Stirring Glycerol yield, per cent 
of glucos© ©quimlent 
7.0 13,5 
6.5 16 *,2 
6,0 • 18,6 
Calcim earbonat® •m io.7 
6»0 4. 18.B 
Calcium carbonate- 22^ »0 
F» The Feraentation of Acid-hjdroljzed Cornstarch 
bj ZjgoaaocharoBiycQs acldifaeiens 
yfect of ntitrlenta and sulfite on Zygo.aaeoharomycea 
'Fe m®n t at ions 
In the experiments reported hj lickerson and Carroll 
(1945) with ZTgoaaccharoittycea fermentations considerable 
glycerol was obtained from sugar without tb© iiae of any 
aldehyde-fixing agent. The following series of fermenta­
tions waa mad© to see how hydrolyaed starch would serve as 
a substrate and to aee what the effect would b© of adding 
sulfite and using other nutrients to replace th© peptone 
and yeaat extract mixture used by Nickerson and Carroll# 
Tw3 hundred ml. of 10 per cent starch medium waa used in 
250-ml, Srlenmsyer flasks. After hydrolysis the acid was 
neutralized and salts wer© added to give the following 
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eoncentratlons per literj 3g» of prlmax^  potaasiTOa phosphate> 
3 g» of ammonixaiB sulfate, 0.»^  g» of calcium chloride# and. 
0«25 g# of magnesium sulfate, fhe other nutriants and mag­
nesium sulfite were added as indicated in Table 30* The 
imshes were th©n Inoculated with B ml* of a 2-daj eultur® 
of Zygosaccharoiiycea acidifaciena and allowed to ferment 
for 10 days in a 30* C* incubator, fh© results of glycerol 
and acstaldehyd© m&ljsma are collected in fable 30.# 
Tabl© 30 
Effect of Sulfite and ?arious lutrients on Yields of 
Glycerol and Ac«taldehyd® from Zygoaaooharomycea 
Fermentations 
Magneaium sul-
fit® hexahydrat® 
g. 
Nutrient 
g. 
Glycerol yield, per 
cent of gluoos® 
equivalent 
%t&l Iquiv, €o 
acfitaldohyd© 
0 Peptone# 0,6 4- yeast 7.7 0.6 
extract# 0*02 
0 Yeast extract, O.S 8.0 0.4 
0 Com steep ' liquor, 1 8,3 0*4 
so Peptona, 0.6 + yeast 8,4 8.0 
extract, 0»0S 
20 Yeast extract, 0»5 8.7 8.4 
£0' Co-Ki steep liquor, 1 8.6 8.6 
Tho results of Table 30 indicated that sulfite increased 
the production of glycerol slightly. Corn steep liquor 
seemad to be a satisfactory nutrient* According to th© m>rk 
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of ilckerson and Carroll (1945) the metabolism of this yeaat' 
follows to a considerabl© extent l-0uberg*s third fora of 
fermentation, fhe addition of sulfite to fix the acetald©-
hyde resulia in eliminating this formi for practically all 
of the glycerol found in these eases was equivalent to the 
aoetaldehyde* 
Bffeet on glyctrol yield of pH md the use of imasiw 
inoculations in ZygosaocharoiBgcea fermentations 
Massive inoeulatlons and pH war© Imown to affeet the 
glycerol yield with Saocharoayeos« It was thought that the 
©ffect with Zygoaaccharomyo®s should be studied# rna usual 
starch media was prepared in 200-nil* quantities. After 
hydrolysis and neutralization of the acid, on© ml* of com 
steep liquor and a nutrient salt aolutlon were added to each 
flask to give th© concentrations mentioned in the last ex-
periaental series* Magnesium sulfite was added to half of 
the series of flasks, and th® pH was adjusted to th© values 
indiosted in Table 31-# A considerabl® quantity of the yeast 
had been grown in a aolassea-salta .medium to provide for 
massi¥® inoculations. It was aotl¥ated for 6 hours and used 
in amounts corresfiondlng to those used for the ordinary 
yeast cake inoculations where large Inocula are Indicated 
in Table 31, For the small Inoculations the ordinary liquid 
cultures were used as in the last series. Table 31 shows 
the results of glycerol and acetaldehyd© analyses as mad© 
on the fifth and tenth days. 
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Table 31 
Effect of pH and Massiire Inoculations on Yields of 
Glycerol from Zjrobaccharoraycea Fermentations 
i i n i l , .  ,  i i  ,  i i '  m ' , , ;  n .  ,  n w m m n A ^  '  '  •  m t ,  | |||^,|||j|| |ll| 
Ma®i®slua Glycerol yield, per cent of 
sulfite Inocula pH glucose equivalent 
htxahydrate '' g'lftH' ''dar' ^ " "" "  ^'tfenth" "d^ '' 
g, Total "^ Aldeliyds- Aldeliy^ © 
©quivalent equiv* 
0 .targe 7.0 8»5 0.,7 .8*3 0.4 
0 Large 
Siaall 
6.3 7*8 1.4 7.7 0.6 
0 4.3 0.9 8.0 0.9 
20 targ® 7.0 8ia 20,3 21.0 19.9 
SO r»arg:0 6»3 2B,8 gl.9 22.5 21.0 
20 Small 6... 3 7«6 6.8- 14.7 13.6 
•The ua© of massiv® inoculatlona with sulfite gave yields 
on the fifth day which were comparable to those obtained 
with the SaccharoigrQ#a fementations. Tkm higher pH was 
more favorabl® without sulfite and th© lowei" th sulfite• 
Again, it is evident that although this yeast will produce 
about 8 per cent glycerol without sulfite, the glycerol 
produced in the presence of sulfite is only that equivalent 
to th# acetaldehyd© fixed by th® sulfite» 
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IV. DISCUSSIOI 
fh© yields of glycerol obtained fi»oia ©ither of the 
yeast ciilt\ii»©s. in the presence of nrngnesluia sulfite and from 
the Bactllua subtllis fermentations of acld-hydrolyzed 
starch were nearly the sam©, fh© bacterial fermentation 
was slowar than thos© with the yeast if massiv© Inoculations 
of yeast were used, About a week was needed using Bacillus 
8ubtili»t whereas tha yeast fermentations were usually 
eoffl.pl©te by th© third day. 
For raw imterials th® stareh# aeld, and culture were 
required in each process.. With the bacterial fermentation 
a nutrient, such as com steep liquor, and calcium car­
bonate were also needed. With Saccharoaycea magnesiuia 
sulfite was required, and with Zygosaccharoiayoea it was 
also desirable sine® It increased the glycerol yield by two 
and a half times*. 
Proa th© standpoint of the salt content of the beer 
th® glyc®rol recovery should be simplest from the ferraenta-
tions with th© Bacillus» This is because no sulfite was 
used# nth Zygosaccharomyces the sulfite could b© omitted, 
but th© incr©.as:ed yield of glycerol obtained with its us© 
would probably more than, coapensat© for th© Increased cost 
of recovery, fha difference in by-products in th© processes 
might b© expected to affect the ©as© of recovery of glycerol 
also. 
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lach of the three organisms could yield different by­
products, With the Sac charomye e s fermentation the principal 
byproducts wer© ©thanol and acetaldehyd#. With the bao-
teri\3m thaj were 2,5-butanediol and lactic acid» fhe by­
products from the Zirosaccharorayces fermentation depended 
upon whether sulfite was uasd or not« In the presence of 
sulfite the principal secondary products were again ethanol 
and acetaldehyd©4, but in the absence of sulfite they were 
ethanol and acetic acid. 
The best yields froia the yeast fementa.tions in the 
presence of sulfite would cora*©spond to about 25 lbs. of 
glycerol, 20 lbs, of ethanol^  and 10 lbs. of acetaldehyde 
from 100 lbs# of starch. 4t present prices the three 
products would bo worth |3*81j |l#01j and |1.15, respeo- , 
tivoly, or a total of |5*97 while the starch would cost 
|4»67 and the raagnesima sulfite needed would cost about 
|5,00 but would be largely recoverable for reuse. With 
Bacillus subtllig fermentation one could expect to get 
2S lbs. of glycerol, B6 lbs» of 2»3-butan0diol, and 10 lbs. 
of lactic acid from 100 Iba* of starch* fhe glycerol and 
lactic acid would ha^ e a total value of $5m66, but there 
is no market for th© 2,S-butan©diol at present although it 
does have a potential value. Th© starch would again cost 
#4,67, and there would he an additional expense of about 
|0.36 for calcium carbonate and nutrients* From 
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ZwKQMMQch&rQmjma f©mentations of 100 lbs# of stax'ch with­
out sulfit® the jlelds would be 10 lbs. of glycerol* 10 
lbs, of ethanol, and 5 lbs. of acetic acid, aco.ording to 
th® figures of Ilekerson and Carroll (1945) with only 57 
per eent utilization of the substrate* These productia would 
be worth tl.58, |0.50# and |0#38, respectively, or a totel 
of 12.40}, and the starch cost of t4»67 would Indicate that 
better utilization of the substrate would be necessary to 
oak© thia fermentation of any conmerlcal interest. In the 
presence of sulfit# th® ZjmsacoharoByces glvBs a fermen­
tation which corresponds almost exactly to that of th© 
Saecharogycea. Sine© this Inveatlgatlon was centered 
around the production of glycerol, no study was made of the 
by-produets in the abs«no© of sulfite. 
••SO* 
?• StJMMARY AN'D COICLUSIONS 
Aold-hydrolyzed starch has been fotind to provide a 
suitable substr&t© for glycerol fermentations.* In all 
oases tried ths starch medium gaTe practically as good 
yields aa those reported for sugar n»dlum, ' The use of acid-
hydrolyzQd starch as the suhstrat© for glycerol ferm©nta« 
tions would reduc# initial cost, 
S, Glycerol can b® produced from acId-hydrolyzed starch 
nmshes by th© us« of various comaon ald@hyde-fixing agents 
other than sulfite, Th© glycerol yields are lower than 
those obtained from sulfite ferniantations. Prom the con­
sideration of economics and recovery sulfite is better 
suited for an industrial process. 
3# Th© addition of nutrients to glycerol fermentations 
of ftcid-hydrolyzed starch lis unnecessary if large inocula 
are used* Th© fermentations are brought about apparently 
by th© enzjmeB associated with the inocula^  and there is 
very little proliferation of th© yeast. Since the nutrients 
ar© us#ful only m a supply of growth factors for th© yeasty 
they are not needed for the fementatlona • 
4, Magnesium sulfite proved to b© much more satisfac­
tory than either calcium or aminonium sulfite for the pro­
duction of glycerol by the fermentation of acid-hydrolyaed 
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stai^ cla* The addition of magneslimi ion to a calcium sulfite 
fermentation Increased the glycerol yield someAat but did 
not give nearly as good results as the use of magnesiim 
sulflt©« Magnesium sulfite and yeast oari b© used ov#r for 
successiv© feraentations if care is taken to maintain the 
activity of th© yeast* 
5m Tlie use of lalxturea of aagneslua, caloiim# and am-
monlian sulfites gives poorer yields of glycerol than the use 
of magneaiuia sulfite alone* AiTEioniuia sulfite actually 
Inhibits th© fermentation so that its use in mixtures 
prevents th® other sulfites from giving their normal yields 
of glycerol. Addition of sodliua sulfite to a laagneaiuia 
sulfite f©rmantatlon increaats tha yieldj, but th© concen­
tration of soluble salta is also increased thereby making 
the recovery of the glycerol more difficulty 
6* The pH of the fermentation media influences th© 
yields of glycerol# For magnesitoa sulfite the optlaum 
value lies-between 6,0 and 6«5, and for th© calelum sulfite 
it is about 5*5« When anmonluin sulfite is used, the varia­
tion of glycerol yields with pH Is not great for pH values 
between 4»5 and 6*5. 
7, fh© percentage yields of glycerol decrease when 
the initial concentration of starch is increased. This 
effect ms observed in fermentations conducted at both 
30® C« and 37" C» It was found that th© yields of glyc®rol 
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obtained.at 37* C. were higher than those at 30* C. for 
same starch concentrations. 
8« The degree of activity of the yeast xised as inocula 
affects the yields of glycerol when large inocula are •used. 
The aoti¥ity of th© yeast from conimerclal yeast eak@s can 
bo Increased by suspending them in a glucose-corn steep 
liquor medium and Incubating the suspension for several 
hours before it is -used for inoculation of th© fementation 
aaah, fha addition of sulfite to th® suspension to ac­
climatize th© yeast to the sulfite before Inoculation does 
not Improve th© glycerol yields• 
9. Glycerol c.an be produced from acid-l^ ydrolyzed starch 
Bacillus subtilia^  Pord*s strain. Th© yields are about 
as good as in the yeast fermentationa, and no aldehyde-
fixing agent is required# Ihen sulfite is a,dd@d to the 
fermentationsJ the yield of glycerol decreases, although 
the amomt of ac@taldehyd« fo\md m a product Increases# 
10« fh© y@ast %YMOSac charomycqs aoidifaoiQns ferments 
acid-l^ drolyzsd starch without an aldehyde-fixing agent to 
give a considerable amount of glycerol# It haa been found 
that the addition of sulfite to the fementation increases 
the glycerol yields and the amount of acataldehyde* With 
the uae of sulfite an acid reaction is desirable, but without 
sulfite a neutral pH is better. 
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